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Abstract

In this work, three contributions are made to state-of-the-art robot planning. The contribu-

tions expand robot planning to be more efficient and robust by first expanding the mapping

between task space and joint space via improved inverse kinematics. This improved map-

ping allows planning to be more robust by increasing the size of the goal set. Second,

an algorithm for the optimization of provably stable controllers is provided. This allows

the controlled system to be stable and performant. This is accomplished by extending the

LQR-Trees algorithm with inspiration from Reinforcement Learning and Motion planning.

Finally, a new method for constructing symbolic representations with controllers that are

parameterized expands the applicability of symbolic planning to a wider set of controllers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Imagine that you have just been invited to dinner with a friend across town. It usually

takes you 35 minutes to arrive there, and you have 45 minutes. You may open your phone

and check the traffic or you may just hop in your car and begin the drive, confident that

whatever traffic appears you will find the best way around it. On the drive, you hardly pay

attention to the mechanics of driving but are instead consumed with the possible future

delights of the meal. A car suddenly changes lanes into your lane, and you, being a seasoned

driver, respond accordingly, only momentarily distracted from your dinner dreams. As you

come to your preferred exit of choice you notice that it looks rather backed up, since while

being the shortest route to your destination, it also has a nasty habit of fender-benders.

You quickly mentally re-route your path and arrive at your destination with 5 minutes to

spare. You parallel park your car on the street opposite the restaurant. A short walk later,

you are in the restaurant beginning a wonderful evening of food and conversation.

This series of events illustrates a striking disparity between how humans and robots

plan and operate. As physical agents, humans are almost completely unaware of how we

accomplish physical tasks. Even more amazing is that we plan at a level that appears to

assume that we can perform the task, and a great percentage of the time it works! Robot

planning, on the other hand, is extremely detailed— every joint must have a known position

for every loop of the controller. In the case of walking this typically requires footstep path

planning, or when driving a car this requires planning the synchronized operation of the

gas, brake, and steering wheel. This level of detail generates a computational complexity

that makes it infeasible to plan for all but the shortest of horizons. In order for robots to

achieve their promise they must plan a higher level of abstraction, instead of planning at

the joint level for every single time step, robots must be able to plan at a higher level of

abstraction. In the dinner scenario, many humans would plan with very abstract actions,
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for example, driving, and walking. A robot that can construct plans at such a high level

can reason further into the future than one that can only begin to move once it has planned

every single step.

Planning is difficult for robots because of the variety of tasks that they can perform.

In order for robot planning to tackle this complexity, it needs many different layers of

abstraction. First, the robot needs a way to transform from planning in one space to

planning in another. For example, planning how to draw an h would be easy when defined

with respect to a plane, whereas the plan would be brittle if defined with respect to the joint

positions of the robot. Second, when the robot plans how to draw an h it must consider its

capabilities, the constraints of the task, and the environment in which it is accomplished.

Once it has created this plan it can then be validated by successfully drawing an h. This

validation provides conditions on the start and end states for a plan that enables the next

layer of abstraction. Another way to view this is that if the valid start states and end

states of a plan are known, the intermediate states can be ignored. In order to achieve this

compositional quality, the planner must identify the key features that impact execution, and

expose those to the next layer. Lastly, it is important to know how to improve the available

controllers and their abstractions. The work presented here expands and strengthens the

state of the art in robot planning by providing three new tools at three different levels of

abstraction.

The first contribution is an improvement to Inverse Kinematics for robots with seven

or more joints. Inverse Kinematics is a fundamental operation in robotics that provides the

mapping between task space and the joint space of the robot. Many tasks, like drawing

an h, are easier to define in convenient task space. However, the robot must be controlled

at the level of joints because it is only at the joint level that the full configuration of

the robot is defined, and ultimately it is at this level that commands are issued. Inverse

Kinematics is particularly difficult in systems with 7 joints or more because there can be an

infinite number of solutions. Previous approaches were not capable of quickly providing an

accurate representation of the solution space. This limitation makes path planning more

2



difficult than necessary because it unnecessarily restricts the solution space. The extension

presented in the first chapter, IKFlow, quickly provides a large number of solutions. This

improved mapping between task space and joint space enables more robust motion planning

because it provides a large sampling of possible goals that can be reached, which inherently

makes the motion planning task easier by increasing the size of the goal set.

The second contribution is at a higher level of abstraction, an improvement to the

construction of sequentially composable feedback controllers. A feedback controller is com-

posable with other feedback controllers if it has a well-defined region of attraction. A

controller’s region of attraction is the set of start states from which a controller is guar-

anteed to converge. This well-defined region of attraction provides a useful interface for

planning at an abstract level. Previous work [63] accomplished the sequencing of controllers

by overlapping end states of one controller with the region of attraction of another. This

approach enabled a controller to be constructed by concatenating many smaller controllers

together. Chapter 3 provides a new algorithm that optimizes these composable feedback

controllers. This optimization enables controllers to improve performance as more con-

trollers are created.

The final contribution is an improvement to an even higher level of abstraction for

robot planning, the construction of symbols. At this level, planning takes place in an

abstract space. This abstract space reduces much of the complexity that occurs in the

continuous low level representation of the environment. Instead, it allows the robot to make

long-term task-level decisions without considering unnecessary details for the sequencing

of tasks. In order for these abstract plans to map to actions that the robot can execute,

there must be a strong correspondence between the symbols used at the planning level and

the capabilities of the robot. Previous work has established the necessary and sufficient

conditions for this mapping, but it assumed black box controllers which are insufficient for

planning with robots that have parameterized controllers. Chapter 4 provides an extension

to the creation of symbols that includes parameterized controllers, while still maintaining

an abstract domain description. This parameterized controller extension is demonstrated

3



in both virtual and physical environments. All together these contributions push the state

of the art in robot planning to a more robust and efficient place.

4



Chapter 2

Improved Inverse Kinematics for 7+-DOF

Systems

Figure 2.1: One hundred solutions generated by IKFlow, for a Panda arm reaching
to a given end effector pose.

Inverse Kinematics (IK) maps a task-space Cartesian pose to a joint space configuration,

which is a critically important operation for several reasons. For example, it is typically

easier to define tasks in a specialized Cartesian coordinate frame that is easily interpretable

by the robot’s operator—for example, specifying a curve to draw on a whiteboard is more

easily done in the frame of the whiteboard than in the joint space of the robot. Similarly,
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it is beneficial to express a grasp pose in Cartesian space because it leaves the robot free to

choose among a multitude of valid joint space poses. Of course, each Cartesian-space goal

must be translated to a joint pose for the robot to control to; therefore, these scenarios are

only possible with a fast IK solver.

Although there are several open source IK packages [9, 67, 17], their functionality is still

incomplete. Analytical solvers like IKFast [20] and IKBT [67] are fast and return all the

solutions for an arm, but cannot be applied to arms with more than 6 degrees of freedom

(DOF). Numerical solvers can be applied to arms with any number of joints, but only return

a single solution, if one is found at all. A solver that can provide many solutions for an arm

with 7-DOF or greater, and do so quickly, would add significant functionality that would

support more robust robot planning and control. More specifically, it allows for multiple

joint solutions to be evaluated for any particular end effector pose. This is important

for grasping in cluttered environments because there may be a large number of solutions

that are in collision with an object. A large number of solutions is also important for

the pathwise-Inverse Kinematics problem [48]. A complete mapping between joint space

and task space enables planning to take place in the task space. IK can then be used

to validate the task space plan with high confidence. Planning in the task space has a

smaller dimension than in the joint space. This smaller dimension is useful for learning and

sampling-based approaches because fewer samples are required to cover the space with the

same density.

An ideal 7+ DOF IK solver should return a set of solutions that covers the entire

solution set. These samples should be near-exact solutions. Additionally, it should do so

quickly. This allows the solver to serve as a primitive in the inner loop of higher-level

decision-making algorithms. Of these three requirements, accuracy is the least important

because verifying a sample using forward kinematics is very fast, and numerical IK solvers

can be seeded with an approximate solution to rapidly refine to any desired accuracy.

We propose IKFlow, a new IK method that satisfies these requirements by training a

neural network to output a diverse set of poses that approximately satisfy a given Cartesian
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<latexit sha1_base64="ms7b2JLq215NPuI7EkoZwrIUecY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEVDwVvHisYD+kDWWz2bRLdzdhdyOW0F/hxYMiXv053vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQln2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbR2nitAWiXmsugHWlDNJW4YZTruJolgEnHaC8U3udx6p0iyW92aSUF/goWQRI9hY6eFpkHnXKJxWBtWaW3dnQMvEK0gNCjQH1a9+GJNUUGkIx1r3PDcxfoaVYYTTaaWfappgMsZD2rNUYkG1n80OnqITq4QoipUtadBM/T2RYaH1RAS2U2Az0oteLv7n9VITXfkZk0lqqCTzRVHKkYlR/j0KmaLE8IklmChmb0VkhBUmxmaUh+AtvrxM2md176Lu3Z3XGm4RRxmO4BhOwYNLaMAtNKEFBAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj3lrySlmDuEPnM8fmGePkA==</latexit>x1:d

<latexit sha1_base64="ZlRAJMX9J/MzO8ZlANJYEO6cJQE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoiRcVTQQ8eK9gPaEPZbDbt0s0m7m6KJfR3ePGgiFd/jDf/jZs2B219MPB4b4aZeV7MmdK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiSS0SSIeyY6HFeVM0KZmmtNOLCkOPU7b3ugm89tjKhWLxIOexNQN8UCwgBGsjeQ+9VMfnSHnGt1OS/1yxa7aM6Bl4uSkAjka/fJXz49IElKhCcdKdR071m6KpWaE02mplygaYzLCA9o1VOCQKjedHT1FJ0bxURBJU0Kjmfp7IsWhUpPQM50h1kO16GXif1430cGVmzIRJ5oKMl8UJBzpCGUJIJ9JSjSfGIKJZOZWRIZYYqJNTlkIzuLLy6R1XnUuqs59rVK38ziKcATHcAoOXEId7qABTSDwCM/wCm/W2Hqx3q2PeWvBymcO4Q+szx9BFpBn</latexit>xd+1:D

<latexit sha1_base64="1Hap/Kirwk1pOWAK4Pa4+vDM/H8=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEbl5uXxiB4CjMi6jHoxYOHCGaBZAg9nZqkSc9Cd40Yh+CvePGgiFf/w5t/YyeZgyY+KHi8V0VVPT+RQqPjfFsLi0vLK6uFteL6xubWtr2zW9dxqjjUeCxj1fSZBikiqKFACc1EAQt9CQ1/cDX2G/egtIijOxwm4IWsF4lAcIZG6tj7bYQHzKqgwhSB3rAhqFHHLjllZwI6T9yclEiOasf+andjnoYQIZdM65brJOhlTKHgEkbFdqohYXzAetAyNGIhaC+bXD+iR0bp0iBWpiKkE/X3RMZCrYehbzpDhn09643F/7xWisGFl4koMZ9FfLooSCXFmI6joF2hgKMcGsK4EuZWyvtMMY4msKIJwZ19eZ7UT8ruWdm9PS1VLvM4CuSAHJJj4pJzUiHXpEpqhJNH8kxeyZv1ZL1Y79bHtHXBymf2yB9Ynz/7tpWR</latexit>

Permute Layer
<latexit sha1_base64="UYH97fj+sDWAzBxawZGzDZBwM0Q=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKp68DAbBU9gVUY/BXDx4iGAekCxhdtJJhszOLjO94rIE/BUvHhTx6nd482+cPA6aWNBQVHXT3RXEUhh03W9naXlldW09t5Hf3Nre2S3s7ddNlGgONR7JSDcDZkAKBTUUKKEZa2BhIKERDCtjv/EA2ohI3WMagx+yvhI9wRlaqVM4bCM8YlaJErtN9ektS0GPOoWiW3InoIvEm5EimaHaKXy1uxFPQlDIJTOm5bkx+hnTKLiEUb6dGIgZH7I+tCxVLATjZ5PzR/TEKl3ai7QthXSi/p7IWGhMGga2M2Q4MPPeWPzPayXYu/IzoeIEQfHpol4iKUZ0nAXtCg0cZWoJ41rYWykfMM042sTyNgRv/uVFUj8reRcl7+68WL6exZEjR+SYnBKPXJIyuSFVUiOcZOSZvJI358l5cd6dj2nrkjObOSB/4Hz+ALjVlfo=</latexit>

Coupling Layer

Per “Most charts, graphs and tables are one column wide (3 1/2 inches or 21 
picas) or two-column width (7 1/16 inches or 43 picas wide). The maximum depth 
of a graphic is 9 inches or 54 picas”

W: 7 1/16’ = 7.0625   *=2 > 14.125          *=3 > 21.1875
w/h= 3.2396788990825688 ->   / too high

Generate gaussian: 
https://www.overleaf.com/project/6164f2
9afcd55841c3f4b2ad

Target distribution: 
https://www.desmos.com/calculator/ogvm
nfksz6

<latexit sha1_base64="ENM/JiBNBskpnnQDe5//nK84Njk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU8mKqHgqePFYwX5AG8pms2mXbjZxdyOW0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbm+Yng2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbR2nirIWjUWsuj7RTHDJWoYbwbqJYiTyBev445vc7zwypXks780kYV5EhpKHnBJjpe7TIMPXwbQyqNbcujsDWia4IDUo0BxUv/pBTNOISUMF0bqH3cR4GVGGU8GmlX6qWULomAxZz1JJIqa9bHbvFJ1YJUBhrGxJg2bq74mMRFpPIt92RsSM9KKXi/95vdSEV17GZZIaJul8UZgKZGKUP48Crhg1YmIJoYrbWxEdEUWosRHlIeDFl5dJ+6yOL+r47rzWcIs4ynAEx3AKGC6hAbfQhBZQEPAMr/DmPDgvzrvzMW8tOcXMIfyB8/kDQNiPZg==</latexit>x1:d

<latexit sha1_base64="c9VYKMObLypOz2Tc3+ci38qde9Y=">AAACD3icbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDEokEO5EVKwELSwVTBRyIeztzSWLe7fH7pwYjvwDG/+KjYUitrZ2/hs3H4UmPhh4vDfDzLwglcKg6347U9Mzs3PzC4uFpeWV1bXi+kbdqExzqHEllb4NmAEpEqihQAm3qQYWBxJugruzvn9zD9oIlVxjN4VmzNqJiARnaKVWcfehlYcV74Se96ivQoXUh4eU+hIiLBtfi3YH9yrYKpbcqjsAnSTeiJTICJet4pcfKp7FkCCXzJiG56bYzJlGwSX0Cn5mIGX8jrWhYWnCYjDNfPBPj+5YJaSR0rYSpAP190TOYmO6cWA7Y4YdM+71xf+8RobRcTMXSZohJHy4KMokRUX74dBQaOAou5YwroW9lfIO04yjjbBgQ/DGX54k9f2qd1j1rg5Kp+4ojgWyRbZJmXjkiJySC3JJaoSTR/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7B1yhnNbJI/cD5/AOgsm0c=</latexit>

xd+1:D � exp (s) + t

<latexit sha1_base64="iUNjzsnvkcdAlBPhqBAPzkaCm4U=">AAAB/nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLSqu3AwWQVBKRkSlq4IuXFawF0hDmEwm7dDJhZmJEELAV3HjQhG3Poc738Zpm4W2/jDw8Z9zOGd+L+FMKsv6NipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOubvXlXEqCO2QmMei72FJOYtoRzHFaT8RFIcepz1vfDOp9x6pkCyOHlSWUCfEw4gFjGClLdc8sDM3R02/OIMa/FPUhLeF45p1q2FNBRcBlVAHpdqu+TXwY5KGNFKEYyltZCXKybFQjHBa1AappAkmYzyktsYIh1Q6+fT8Ah5rx4dBLPSLFJy6vydyHEqZhZ7uDLEayfnaxPyvZqcquHZyFiWpohGZLQpSDlUMJ1lAnwlKFM80YCKYvhWSERaYKJ1YTYeA5r+8CN3zBrpsoPuLessq46iCQ3AETgACV6AF7kAbdAABOXgGr+DNeDJejHfjY9ZaMcqZffBHxucPJciUQg==</latexit>

[y1:d, yd+1:D]

45deg

60deg, .5 60deg, .4

45deg, .35 60deg, .35

<latexit sha1_base64="+ea65bmeu6aj4BBnbxybGU2LmLE=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RERD0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLdzdhdyKU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Jm0O2vpg4PHeDDPzglgKi6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR20aJYbzFIhmZbkAtl0LzFgqUvBsbTlUgeSeY3OV+54kbKyL9iNOY+4qOtAgFo5hL9oLgoFpz6+4cZJV4BalBgeag+tUfRixRXCOT1Nqe58bop9SgYJLPKv3E8piyCR3xXkY1Vdz66fzWGTnLlCEJI5OVRjJXf0+kVFk7VUHWqSiO7bKXi/95vQTDWz8VOk6Qa7ZYFCaSYETyx8lQGM5QTjNCmRHZrYSNqaEMs3gqWQje8surpH1Z967r3sNVreEWcZThBE7hHDy4gQbcQxNawGAMz/AKb45yXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB27Ujck=</latexit>

s, t

<latexit sha1_base64="Idf5YvjD9eHPZy08tE+huU2MTc8=">AAACBHicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV12M1gEF1ISERVXBTcuK9gLtCFMJpN26OTCzIm0hCzc+CpuXCji1odw59s4bYNo6w8DH/85hzPn9xLBFVjWl7G0vLK6tl7aKG9ube/smnv7LRWnkrImjUUsOx5RTPCINYGDYJ1EMhJ6grW94fWk3r5nUvE4uoNxwpyQ9CMecEpAW65ZGbmZfeXnPWAjyE5wnvwQdc2qVbOmwotgF1BFhRqu+dnzY5qGLAIqiFJd20rAyYgETgXLy71UsYTQIemzrsaIhEw52fSIHB9px8dBLPWLAE/d3xMZCZUah57uDAkM1HxtYv5X66YQXDoZj5IUWERni4JUYIjxJBHsc8koiLEGQiXXf8V0QCShoHMr6xDs+ZMXoXVas89r9u1ZtW4VcZRQBR2iY2SjC1RHN6iBmoiiB/SEXtCr8Wg8G2/G+6x1yShmDtAfGR/fcMaX6A==</latexit>x1:d, p, c

<latexit sha1_base64="Sh/908VhpVIiVeSZAxFkQGgcRxY=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPBi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST29zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFrpYVwZVGtu3Z2DrBKvIDUo0BxUv/rDmKURV8gkNabnuQn6GdUomOSzSj81PKFsQke8Z6miETd+Nr90Rs6sMiRhrG0pJHP190RGI2OmUWA7I4pjs+zl4n9eL8Xwxs+ESlLkii0WhakkGJP8bTIUmjOUU0so08LeStiYasrQhpOH4C2/vEraF3Xvqu7dX9YabhFHGU7gFM7Bg2towB00oQUMQniGV3hzJs6L8+58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4A/vuM9A==</latexit>

h

<latexit sha1_base64="ms7b2JLq215NPuI7EkoZwrIUecY=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEVDwVvHisYD+kDWWz2bRLdzdhdyOW0F/hxYMiXv053vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBQln2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbR2nitAWiXmsugHWlDNJW4YZTruJolgEnHaC8U3udx6p0iyW92aSUF/goWQRI9hY6eFpkHnXKJxWBtWaW3dnQMvEK0gNCjQH1a9+GJNUUGkIx1r3PDcxfoaVYYTTaaWfappgMsZD2rNUYkG1n80OnqITq4QoipUtadBM/T2RYaH1RAS2U2Az0oteLv7n9VITXfkZk0lqqCTzRVHKkYlR/j0KmaLE8IklmChmb0VkhBUmxmaUh+AtvrxM2md176Lu3Z3XGm4RRxmO4BhOwYNLaMAtNKEFBAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj3lrySlmDuEPnM8fmGePkA==</latexit>x1:d

<latexit sha1_base64="ZlRAJMX9J/MzO8ZlANJYEO6cJQE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBZBEEoiRcVTQQ8eK9gPaEPZbDbt0s0m7m6KJfR3ePGgiFd/jDf/jZs2B219MPB4b4aZeV7MmdK2/W0VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUtFiSS0SSIeyY6HFeVM0KZmmtNOLCkOPU7b3ugm89tjKhWLxIOexNQN8UCwgBGsjeQ+9VMfnSHnGt1OS/1yxa7aM6Bl4uSkAjka/fJXz49IElKhCcdKdR071m6KpWaE02mplygaYzLCA9o1VOCQKjedHT1FJ0bxURBJU0Kjmfp7IsWhUpPQM50h1kO16GXif1430cGVmzIRJ5oKMl8UJBzpCGUJIJ9JSjSfGIKJZOZWRIZYYqJNTlkIzuLLy6R1XnUuqs59rVK38ziKcATHcAoOXEId7qABTSDwCM/wCm/W2Hqx3q2PeWvBymcO4Q+szx9BFpBn</latexit>xd+1:D

<latexit sha1_base64="1Hap/Kirwk1pOWAK4Pa4+vDM/H8=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEbl5uXxiB4CjMi6jHoxYOHCGaBZAg9nZqkSc9Cd40Yh+CvePGgiFf/w5t/YyeZgyY+KHi8V0VVPT+RQqPjfFsLi0vLK6uFteL6xubWtr2zW9dxqjjUeCxj1fSZBikiqKFACc1EAQt9CQ1/cDX2G/egtIijOxwm4IWsF4lAcIZG6tj7bYQHzKqgwhSB3rAhqFHHLjllZwI6T9yclEiOasf+andjnoYQIZdM65brJOhlTKHgEkbFdqohYXzAetAyNGIhaC+bXD+iR0bp0iBWpiKkE/X3RMZCrYehbzpDhn09643F/7xWisGFl4koMZ9FfLooSCXFmI6joF2hgKMcGsK4EuZWyvtMMY4msKIJwZ19eZ7UT8ruWdm9PS1VLvM4CuSAHJJj4pJzUiHXpEpqhJNH8kxeyZv1ZL1Y79bHtHXBymf2yB9Ynz/7tpWR</latexit>

Permute Layer
<latexit sha1_base64="UYH97fj+sDWAzBxawZGzDZBwM0Q=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKp68DAbBU9gVUY/BXDx4iGAekCxhdtJJhszOLjO94rIE/BUvHhTx6nd482+cPA6aWNBQVHXT3RXEUhh03W9naXlldW09t5Hf3Nre2S3s7ddNlGgONR7JSDcDZkAKBTUUKKEZa2BhIKERDCtjv/EA2ohI3WMagx+yvhI9wRlaqVM4bCM8YlaJErtN9ektS0GPOoWiW3InoIvEm5EimaHaKXy1uxFPQlDIJTOm5bkx+hnTKLiEUb6dGIgZH7I+tCxVLATjZ5PzR/TEKl3ai7QthXSi/p7IWGhMGga2M2Q4MPPeWPzPayXYu/IzoeIEQfHpol4iKUZ0nAXtCg0cZWoJ41rYWykfMM042sTyNgRv/uVFUj8reRcl7+68WL6exZEjR+SYnBKPXJIyuSFVUiOcZOSZvJI358l5cd6dj2nrkjObOSB/4Hz+ALjVlfo=</latexit>

Coupling Layer

<latexit sha1_base64="ENM/JiBNBskpnnQDe5//nK84Njk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU8mKqHgqePFYwX5AG8pms2mXbjZxdyOW0D/hxYMiXv073vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbm+Yng2rjut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHbR2nirIWjUWsuj7RTHDJWoYbwbqJYiTyBev445vc7zwypXks780kYV5EhpKHnBJjpe7TIMPXwbQyqNbcujsDWia4IDUo0BxUv/pBTNOISUMF0bqH3cR4GVGGU8GmlX6qWULomAxZz1JJIqa9bHbvFJ1YJUBhrGxJg2bq74mMRFpPIt92RsSM9KKXi/95vdSEV17GZZIaJul8UZgKZGKUP48Crhg1YmIJoYrbWxEdEUWosRHlIeDFl5dJ+6yOL+r47rzWcIs4ynAEx3AKGC6hAbfQhBZQEPAMr/DmPDgvzrvzMW8tOcXMIfyB8/kDQNiPZg==</latexit>x1:d

<latexit sha1_base64="c9VYKMObLypOz2Tc3+ci38qde9Y=">AAACD3icbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDEokEO5EVKwELSwVTBRyIeztzSWLe7fH7pwYjvwDG/+KjYUitrZ2/hs3H4UmPhh4vDfDzLwglcKg6347U9Mzs3PzC4uFpeWV1bXi+kbdqExzqHEllb4NmAEpEqihQAm3qQYWBxJugruzvn9zD9oIlVxjN4VmzNqJiARnaKVWcfehlYcV74Se96ivQoXUh4eU+hIiLBtfi3YH9yrYKpbcqjsAnSTeiJTICJet4pcfKp7FkCCXzJiG56bYzJlGwSX0Cn5mIGX8jrWhYWnCYjDNfPBPj+5YJaSR0rYSpAP190TOYmO6cWA7Y4YdM+71xf+8RobRcTMXSZohJHy4KMokRUX74dBQaOAou5YwroW9lfIO04yjjbBgQ/DGX54k9f2qd1j1rg5Kp+4ojgWyRbZJmXjkiJySC3JJaoSTR/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7B1yhnNbJI/cD5/AOgsm0c=</latexit>

xd+1:D � exp (s) + t

<latexit sha1_base64="iUNjzsnvkcdAlBPhqBAPzkaCm4U=">AAAB/nicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLSqu3AwWQVBKRkSlq4IuXFawF0hDmEwm7dDJhZmJEELAV3HjQhG3Poc738Zpm4W2/jDw8Z9zOGd+L+FMKsv6NipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOubvXlXEqCO2QmMei72FJOYtoRzHFaT8RFIcepz1vfDOp9x6pkCyOHlSWUCfEw4gFjGClLdc8sDM3R02/OIMa/FPUhLeF45p1q2FNBRcBlVAHpdqu+TXwY5KGNFKEYyltZCXKybFQjHBa1AappAkmYzyktsYIh1Q6+fT8Ah5rx4dBLPSLFJy6vydyHEqZhZ7uDLEayfnaxPyvZqcquHZyFiWpohGZLQpSDlUMJ1lAnwlKFM80YCKYvhWSERaYKJ1YTYeA5r+8CN3zBrpsoPuLessq46iCQ3AETgACV6AF7kAbdAABOXgGr+DNeDJejHfjY9ZaMcqZffBHxucPJciUQg==</latexit>

[y1:d, yd+1:D]

<latexit sha1_base64="Ca/xyzd1avZAmK1AC+LWsEyPsLU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE1GPBi94qWltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/waJJMM95kiUx0O6SGS6F4EwVK3k41p3EoeSscXU/91hPXRiTqAccpD2I6UCISjKKV7l3X7VVrnuvNQJaJX5AaFGj0ql/dfsKymCtkkhrT8b0Ug5xqFEzySaWbGZ5SNqID3rFU0ZibIJ+dOiEnVumTKNG2FJKZ+nsip7Ex4zi0nTHFoVn0puJ/XifD6CrIhUoz5IrNF0WZJJiQ6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nYkPwF19eJo9nrn/h+nfntfptEUcZjuAYTsGHS6jDDTSgCQwG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz7mrSWnmDmEP3A+fwBP940v</latexit>...

5 4 2 3 1 6 8 7 

<latexit sha1_base64="Ca/xyzd1avZAmK1AC+LWsEyPsLU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE1GPBi94qWltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/waJJMM95kiUx0O6SGS6F4EwVK3k41p3EoeSscXU/91hPXRiTqAccpD2I6UCISjKKV7l3X7VVrnuvNQJaJX5AaFGj0ql/dfsKymCtkkhrT8b0Ug5xqFEzySaWbGZ5SNqID3rFU0ZibIJ+dOiEnVumTKNG2FJKZ+nsip7Ex4zi0nTHFoVn0puJ/XifD6CrIhUoz5IrNF0WZJJiQ6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nYkPwF19eJo9nrn/h+nfntfptEUcZjuAYTsGHS6jDDTSgCQwG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz7mrSWnmDmEP3A+fwBP940v</latexit>...
<latexit sha1_base64="X8hJpIvodtOJWHAgkIQMY5OYbR4=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpSQi6rHoxWMF+wFtLJvtpl262YTdiVpC/ocXD4p49b9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJnnx4JrdJxva2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e03dZQoyho0EpFq+0QzwSVrIEfB2rFiJPQFa/mj64nfemBK80je4ThmXkgGkgecEjTSfdxL21mlOySYPmUnvVLZqTpT2IvEzUkZctR7pa9uP6JJyCRSQbTuuE6MXkoUcipYVuwmmsWEjsiAdQyVJGTaS6dXZ/axUfp2EClTEu2p+nsiJaHW49A3nSHBoZ73JuJ/XifB4NJLuYwTZJLOFgWJsDGyJxHYfa4YRTE2hFDFza02HRJFKJqgiiYEd/7lRdI8rbrnVff2rFy7yuMowCEcQQVcuIAa3EAdGkBBwTO8wpv1aL1Y79bHrHXJymcO4A+szx+ChJKF</latexit>

pX(x̂)

Figure 2.2: The basic architecture of a conditional normalizing flow network. The
base distribution sample is fed into a coupling layer. The coupling layer contains a
coefficient network that transforms a subset of the sample. The permutation changes
the order of the samples so that the coefficient network of the next coupling layer
affects a different subset of the sample. Conditional information is passed into every
coupling layer.

goal pose. By viewing the problem as a generative modeling problem over the solution space,

we are able to exploit recent advances in Normalizing Flows [51]. Normalizing Flows are a

generative modeling approach capable of modeling multi-modal distributions with nonlinear

interactions between variables. We show, using several different kinematic models, that

IKFlow can be trained—once off, per robot —to rapidly generate hundreds to thousands

of diverse approximate solutions; we also provide a practical open-source implementation

of our approach.1

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Inverse Kinematics (IK)

Inverse Kinematics defines the mapping from a robot’s operational space to its joint space:

f : P → Tn,

where n is the number of joints. The topology of the joint space is the n-dimensional torus,

Tn = S1 × S1...× S1. The topology of P is determined by the workspace of the robot, but

we focus on the case where the end effector pose is in P := SE(3). If the robot has joint

1https://sites.google.com/view/ikflow
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limits then the topology of the mapping changes:

f : P → Rn,

where Rn is the n-dimensional Euclidean space. This topological difference is important

because it allows for many robots to be modeled by generic density estimators, instead of

special purpose estimators built for tori [52].

IK for 7+ DOF

When the degrees of freedom of the robot exceed the degrees of freedom of the operational

space (i.e. the robot is kinematically redundant) there are infinitely many solutions. This

occurs because the extra degree of freedom allows for a continuum of configurations that

satisfy the desired Cartesian goal. Thus for a specific pose p ∈ SE(3) an IK solver should

return a subset of joint space:

f : p→ Rn
g ⊆ Rn.

There are two current approaches for describing the solution space of 7+ DoF arms. The

first category uses only a single point to describe the solution space, but returns quickly,

on the order of 1 millisecond. The second approach returns a more thorough set of solution

points, by running the first approach with randomly sampled start states. In order to

obtain a representative set of the solution space this approach requires extensive random

sampling, and thus is significantly slower, on the order of seconds for thousands of solutions.

The approach we detail in Section 2.3 uses generative modeling to generate upwards of a

thousand solutions in under 10 milliseconds.

2.1.2 Deep Generative Modeling

Generative modeling represents arbitrary distributions in such a way that they can be sam-

pled. This is achieved by transforming known base distributions into target distributions.

For example:

g : N(0̂, I)→ Q,
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where Q is an arbitrary distribution and g is a neural network. We additionally define the

latent space as the space in which the base distribution lies - in our case RD, where D is

the dimension of the network. We draw samples from the arbitrary distribution by drawing

samples from the base distribution and passing them through g. There are several different

generative modeling methods. In order to select an approach, we used the following criteria.

First, the diversity of samples returned is important to ensure that the full breadth of the

solution space is returned. Second, the approach must be able to handle multi-modal data

and nonlinear dependencies between variables in order to cover the solution space. Third,

the method must be capable of handling conditional information, because the solution space

is conditioned on the Cartesian goal. Fourth, the method must sample solutions quickly

because IK is often used as a primitive by other procedures. Finally, the sampling procedure

must produce samples with sufficient accuracy. Given these desired properties we propose

to use a normalizing flow approach.

Normalizing Flows

Normalizing Flows are a generative modeling approach that provides quick sampling, stable

training, and arbitrary data distribution fitting [42]. Normalizing flows are based on two

components. The first component is a series of functions that are easy to invert. These easily

invertible functions enable the same network to quickly estimate densities and produce

samples. In the literature, this series of functions is commonly referred to as the coupling

layers. Sampling is performed by passing a sample from the base distribution through each

of the coupling layers:

x̂ = f1 ◦ f2... ◦ fn(ẑ), ẑ ∼ N(0̂, I), (2.1)

where x̂ is the sample in the data space and ẑ is a sample from the base distribution. The

second important component is the efficient calculation of the determinant of the Jacobian.

This enables density estimation of a data point to be computed with the change of variables

formula:

pX(x̂) = pZ(ẑ)

∣∣∣∣det(∂g(ẑ)

∂ẑT

)∣∣∣∣−1

.
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The change of variables formula allows a distribution over one set of variables to be described

by another set of variables given the determinant of the Jacobian between the two variables.

A normalizing flow uses this along with a simple prior distribution, p(z)—here a Normal

distribution—to enable density estimation of the data distribution p(x). To make the

determinant of the Jacobian tractable, special coupling layers are used. The coupling layer

used in IKFlow was developed by Kingma and Dhariwal [33]:

y1:d = x1:d (2.2)

s, t = h(x1:d) (2.3)

yd+1:D = xd+1:D ⊙ exp (s) + t, (2.4)

where x is the input data to a layer, and y is the output. s affects the scaling of the layer,

t shifts the input of the layer, and d = ⌊D/2⌋. This layer is then inverted by:

x1:d = y1:d

s, t = h(x1:d)

xd+1:D = (yd+1:D − t)⊙ exp (−s) .

An important property of the layers is that they can be inverted without inverting the

function h that produces s and t. h, also known as the coefficient network, can therefore

be arbitrarily complex. Further, by holding x̂1:d constant through the transformation, the

Jacobian will have zeros in the upper diagonal, and thus the determinant will only be the

product of the diagonals of the Jacobian.

Conditional Normalizing Flows

Conditional Normalizing Flows change the scaling and shifting of a coupling layer based on

conditional information. The conditional information, κ, is passed as part of the input to the

network which estimates s and t. Now h is a function of both x1:d and κ. The invertibility

of the coupling layer remains unaffected because the conditioning information is passed into

h which need not be inverted to invert the layer. Figure 2.2 provides a simple diagram of

10



the architecture. While other methods have been proposed for conditioning normalizing

flows (i.e. Ardizzone et al. [6]) this formulation reduces the number of hyperparameters

that must be tuned, and has a simple Maximum Likelihood of training loss:

L = − log(pZ(z))− log

∣∣∣∣det(∂g(z|κ)
∂zT

)∣∣∣∣−1

. (2.5)

For a more thorough review of Normalizing Flows see Papamakarios et al. [42].

Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)

Finally, a method for comparing distributions is necessary to evaluate the performance of

a generative model. We use Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) because of its strong

theoretical properties and ease of implementation. Given two distributions, P (X) and

Q(Y ), MMD computes the distance between the two distributions as the squared distance

between the mean of the embeddings of the distributions.

MMD(P,Q) = ||EX∼P [ϕ(X)]− EY∼.Q[ϕ(Y )]||.

Notably, the embeddings must be in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). The

capability of MMD to capture the distance between two distributions is dependent on the

selection of a good embedding function ϕ. We selected the inverse multi-quadric kernel

because of its long tails and previous use Ardizzone et al. [6]. A more detailed analysis of

Maximum Mean Discrepancy is provided by Gretton et al. [25].

2.2 Related Work

There have been a number of attempts to use neural networks for inverse kinematics [1, 16,

19, 50]. Most of these approaches do not solely implement the inverse kinematics function.

For example, Csiszar et al. [16] incorporate the problem of calibrating the physical robot

with its internal model. Almusawi et al. [1] learn the kinematics model in addition to

performing Cartesian control. Demby’S et al. [19] create a neural network approach that

11



(a) Panda sampled solutions (b) Panda IKFlow solutions

(c) ATLAS sampled solutions (d) ATLAS IKFlow solutions

Figure 2.3: A comparison of samples created by providing random seeds to TRAC-
IK and samples from IKFlow for two robots, the Panda arm and ATLAS - Arm and
Waist. Qualitatively, the solutions returned by the IKFlow models look to cover the
same space of solutions found through rejection sampling. The MMD scores for the
Panda and ATLAS solutions are respectively 0.0122 and 0.0081. A lower MMD score
implies distributions that are more similar.
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focuses exclusively on the IK problem but concludes that it is not a fruitful path because

of large error.

The architectures used in the previous approaches are all fundamentally limited as they

can only return a single solution for a particular input. However, IK is a one-to-many

mapping, and access to additional solutions may prove useful for the control layer above

IK. Ren and Ben-Tzvi [50] take a generative approach by using several different types of

GANs, but the error of samples is worse than a fully connected network, with the best

performing approach achieving 8cm of error. Ardizzone et al. [6] apply a similar deep

generative approach to IKFlow but only to a small planar IK problem. We extend and

refine their work in three key ways. First, we decrease the amount of error present in the

solutions by adopting a conditional Invertible Neural Network. Second, we improve training

stability by addressing a corner case related to the dimensionality of solution spaces. Third,

we expand the coverage to include the entire physical workspace of the arm.

Kim and Perez [32] are the most similar point of comparison because they also use

normalizing flows to solve inverse kinematics. IKFlow has several differences, the use of

Conditional Normalizing Flows, the addition of training noise, and a sub-sampling proce-

dure for the base distribution. These differences result in better performance for theoretical

and practical reasons that are explained in the following section. Additionally, IKFlow lacks

a network that can calculate the forward kinematics, because the forward kinematics of a

system are easy to calculate analytically. IKFlow’s single network can perform both inverse

kinematics and density estimation, which are difficult to perform analytically but with re-

duced overall complexity. As a result of these differences, the accuracy achieved by IKFlow

is ∼ 5x better in position, and ∼ 3x better in orientation, as measured with the Panda

Arm and compared with Figure 3 in Kim and Perez [32].
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Figure 2.4: Learning curves for networks with increasing coefficient network widths
(left) and the number of coupling layers (right) for the Panda Arm robot. For the
coefficient network width comparison, the network has 12 coupling layers, where
each coefficient network has 3 fully connected layers. A width of 1024 has the highest
performance. For the coupling layer comparison, the coefficient function is a 3x1024-
wide fully connected neural network with Leaky-Relu activation.

2.3 IKFlow: Learned Inverse Kinematics

The first step to learning inverse kinematics is to treat the solution space as a distribution

that has a uniform probability, which may have multiple intervals, and is conditioned on

the desired pose. We model the solution distribution with Conditional Normalizing Flows

because they are quicker than alternatives to sample, are stable when training, and are

capable of representing the full solution space [35]. Additionally, they don’t face problems

such as vanishing gradients or mode collapse which are common when training Generative

Adversarial Networks (GANs), a different neural generative modeling approach [35].

There are three steps to applying Conditional Normalizing Flows to the inverse kinemat-

ics problem. First, a data set must be constructed. Second, we must select an architecture

and parameters of the architecture. Third, we must design a loss function for minimizing

the difference between samples from the generative model and the data distribution.
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2.3.1 Data Generation

One advantage of the inverse kinematics problem is the relative ease with which data can

be generated. All serial kinematic chains have known forward kinematics that can be

used to generate training data. Data is generated by uniformly sampling from the interval

defined by the joint limits. The joint samples are then fed through a forward kinematics

function to obtain the corresponding Cartesian pose. The Cartesian pose becomes the

conditional input to the network and the joint data is used as the target distribution. More

sophisticated sampling methods could be used to account for effects at joint limits and for

self-collisions, but we were able to obtain satisfactory performance without them and thus

leave this investigation for future work.

2.3.2 Normalizing Flow Architecture

The fundamental architecture of the network is defined by the use of normalizing flows and

was detailed in equations 2.1-2.4. The remaining design choices include the selection of a

base distribution, selecting the number of coupling layers, the width of each coupling layer,

and the specification of the coefficient network.

The base distribution affects the complexity of the density estimation and the sam-

pling speed. We chose the Normal distribution because it simplifies the calculation of the

Maximum Likelihood Loss function and is quick to sample. The remaining choices for the

architecture affect the capability of the network to fit a target distribution. The width of

each coupling layer must be at least as large as the degrees of freedom; if it is larger than

the DOF it allows for multi-modal distributions to be more easily modeled. The number

of coupling layers required depends on the interactions of joints with each other. The more

complex the inter-joint relationship, the more coupling layers are required, as more layers

allow for more interaction between joints because of the permutation layers. The number of

coupling layers and the width of each can be found automatically by performing a hyperpa-

rameter sweep over a reasonable range (i.e. [1, 30] and [n, n+ 10]). Finally, the coefficient

network must be expressive enough to capture dependencies between the conditional infor-
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mation (i.e. the goal pose) and a subset of the layer values. Table 2.1 details the variable

parameters (selected by hyperparameter search) for each kinematic chain that we test. An

analysis was performed to demonstrate the impact of the number of coupling layers and

the width of the coefficient function networks on the average Positional error of a network

Figure 2.4. This demonstrates that the error of a network decreases with increased size up

to a point, at which point increasing the network size does not improve performance.

2.3.3 Loss Functions

The Maximum Likelihood loss detailed in equation 2.5 is theoretically the only loss function

necessary for achieving high performance. However, for several of the kinematic chains

tested, training diverged when trained with the Maximum Likelihood loss. The cause of

this divergence was a mismatch between the dimension of the solution manifolds and the

base distribution.

Solution Sub-manifolds

In Figure 2.3(a) the last joint of the arm appears in only one position. This implies that

the solution space of that particular pose is not the same dimension as the joint space,

because only 6 of the 7 joints in the arm can vary. This is not a unique situation but

occurs throughout the configuration space as some Cartesian poses can only be reached by

fixing one of the joints at a specific configuration, for example at one of its limits. This is

problematic because the normalizing flow approach does not perform well on distributions

that have a lower dimension than the base distribution. Specifically, the change of variables

equation (2.1.2) does not hold if the base distribution and the target distribution are not

the same dimension. One way to ensure the target distribution and the base distribution

are the same dimension is to add noise that is the full dimension [31]. If the magnitude of

the added noise is passed in as a conditional variable, its effect can be removed at test time
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by setting that piece of the conditional to 0:

c ∼ U(0, 1)

v ∼ N(0, c)

x̂ = x+ v,

where c and v are drawn every training iteration, and added to the training data. The

resulting loss function is:

L = − log(pZ(z))− log

∣∣∣∣det(∂g(z|p, c)
∂zT

)∣∣∣∣−1

, (2.6)

where p is the desired Cartesian pose.

2.3.4 Base Distribution Sub-sampling

One downside of using the Normal distribution for the base distribution is the tails of the

distribution. At evaluation time a point sampled from the tail of the Normal distribution

is likely to produce a solution that has a high error because the loss function encourages

known solutions to be closer to the mean of the distribution. In order to reduce the impact

of the tails the base distribution is sub-sampled at test time. This reduces the likelihood of

a point from the tail of a distribution, however, this encourages less diverse solutions. This

trade-off is demonstrated by Figure 2.7. Thus the scaling of the base distribution should

be treated as a tuning parameter for the particular application of IKFlow.

2.4 Experiments

The models were built with the FrEIA framework [6] and trained with PyTorch [43]. Addi-

tional details about the network architectures and training parameters can be found in the

appendix. Once trained the model was evaluated on the three desired quantities: speed,

accuracy, and solution space coverage.

While evaluating a model, we use a scaling factor of 0.25, which provides an adequate

trade-off between accuracy and diversity. We found that in general, this scaling factor
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lowers the average positional error by ∼ 30%, at the expense of an ∼ 150% increase in

MMD Score.

Speed was measured by the time required to sample 100 solutions for a given Cartesian

pose, averaged over 50 randomly-sampled Cartesian poses. In addition, to understand how

the model scales, the runtime was measured as the number of requested solutions increased.

Model accuracy was measured by sampling 1000 test Cartesian poses and obtaining 250

joint solutions for each Cartesian pose. The joint solutions were then passed into a forward

kinematics routine to compute the realized Cartesian poses. The averaged difference be-

tween the 250000 desired and realized poses was recorded and reported in terms of position

and geodesic distance.

Sample diversity and solution space coverage was measured by calculating the MMD

score for ground truth samples and IKFlow samples. The MMD Score is found by taking the

average of 2500 Maximum Mean Discrepancy values, each calculated between ground truth

samples and the samples returned IKFlow. For each calculation, 50 joint space solutions

are generated by each method for a randomly drawn pose. The minimum possible MMD

value is 0. Values close to zero imply that the distributions are more similar; thus when

the IKFlow achieves a low MMD score, it provides good coverage of the solution space.

The ground truth samples were calculated by providing different seeds to TRAC-IK for the

same Cartesian pose.

In addition, we compare IKFlow to an Invertible Neural Network (INN) [6] and to a

Mixture Density Network (MDN) [10] on two benchmarks—railY chain3 and Panda Arm.

The railY chain3 robot (first used by Ardizzone et al.), is a planar robot with 4 joints—the

first is a prismatic actuator along the y axis with limits [-1, 1]. The final three are revolute

joints with limits [−π, π] and associated arm segments of length 1. For a fair comparison,

the IKFlow and INN models have the same number of coupling layers and size of coefficient

networks. The coefficient networks are 3x1024-wide fully connected networks with Leaky-

Relu activation. A softflow noise scale of 1× 10−3 was used across all of the models. The

learning rate was set to 5 × 10−4 and decayed exponentially by a factor of 0.979 after
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Figure 2.5: Learning curves for IKFlow, INN, and MDN for the railY chain3 and
Panda Arm robots.

every 39000 batches. Models were trained until convergence on 2.5 million points using

the Ranger optimizer with batch size 128 using a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti graphics

card. These experiments were carried out on 10 different kinematic chains across 6 different

robots, to evaluate the generality of the approach across different kinematic structures.

2.4.1 Benchmarking Implementation

For the railY chain3 test, the IKFlow and INN models both have 6 coupling layers with

3x1024-wide fully connected networks and a latent space dimension of 5. For Panda Arm,

both models have 12 coupling layers with 3x1024-wide fully connected coefficient networks

and a latent space dimension of 10. The Mixture Density Network (MDN) has 70 and 125

mixture components for the railY chain3 and Panda arm respectively. MDN models were

implemented using the tonyduan/mdn repository [21].
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Figure 2.6: The runtime of IKFlow, TRAC-IK, and TRAC-IK when seeded with
solutions returned by IKFlow as a function of the number of requested solutions for
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in the IKFlow graph correspond to the size of the batch that can be fit on the GPU.
Seeding TRAC-IK with IKFlow provides the 1e-6 accuracy of TRAC-IK with one
fifth the runtime of TRAC-IK.
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2.5 Results

Our results demonstrate that IKFlow provides a representative set of solutions, quickly,

with acceptable error. The results of all the experiments can be found in Table 2.2.

2.5.1 Comparative Evaluation

Benchmarking results are shown in Figure 2.5. On both test beds, the IKFlow model

performs considerably better than the other two models. These results are consistent with

previous findings [37], in which it is shown that Conditional INNs (cINNs) outperform INNs

on the railY chain3 testbed. The Panda Arm test bed demonstrates that IKFlow handles

higher dimensional problems better than the INN and MDN. The higher the dimension of

the problem, the more likely there is to be a lower dimension solution space that would

introduce instabilities in training.

2.5.2 Accuracy

The accuracy of the system output ranges from 7.72mm to 0.36mm and from 2.81 degrees to

0.15 degrees. For a point of reference, the mechanical repeatability of many industrial arms

is 0.1mm. This level of accuracy is sufficient for many tasks; additionally, these solutions can

also be quickly refined with numerical optimization approaches to reach arbitrary levels of

precision. For ATLAS Arm, refinement takes on average 0.20 ms, as presented in Figure 2.6.

2.5.3 Runtime

The runtime of the approach is fast enough to enable its use as a sub-routine in other

algorithms. Nonlinear optimization approaches find a single solution in about 0.3 millisec-

ond [9], whereas IKFlow can return 500 solutions in 5ms. Figure 2.6 also demonstrates that

the approach scales linearly with the number of requested solution samples. The gradient

of the increase is low with 4, 000 samples found in 20 milliseconds. This means that even

complex solution sets can be approximated quickly. For a point of comparison, if TRAC-IK,
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Figure 2.7: Positional Error and MMD Score of IKFlow as a function of the scaling
factor of the latent noise used to sample from the model. Reducing the scaling value
increases the model’s accuracy at the cost of lowering the diversity of the returned
solutions.

a common nonlinear optimization-based IK solver [9], is fed random seeds in hopes that

the local minima it finds are different, it takes more than a second to return 1, 000 samples.

Notably, however, TRAC-IK takes approximately 5x less time to run when seeded with

an approximate solution returned by IKFlow. Empirically, it is faster to first run IKFlow

to generate seeds before running TRAC-IK when requesting 7 or more solutions.

2.5.4 Solution Space Coverage

Figure 2.3 provides a qualitative comparison of ground truth samples with samples from

IKFlow. The solution spaces look quite similar and provide reference points for the MMD

score for other chains. All of the kinematic chains included have a MMD score under 0.05.

This implies that the IKFlow solution spaces are very similar to the ground truth samples,

with only a few erroneous solutions, or small gaps in coverage.
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2.5.5 Limitations

While the proposed method is shown to accurately model kinematic chains with L2 Position

error as low as 0.36 mm, it has been found that the training time required for models to

reach a given position error grows with the complexity of the kinematic chain that is being

modeled. While there exist geometrically derived formulations of kinematic complexity, we

choose a simple formulation—the sum of the differences between the upper and lower limits

for every joint in the robot:
n∑

i=1

ui − li, (2.7)

where ui and li are the upper and lower limits, respectively, for joint i. Here this is referred

to as the sum of joint limit ranges. An experiment was performed by artificially expanding

the joint limits for three robots and measuring the resulting number of training batches

required for the respective IKFlow models to reach 1cm of error. The results indicate

that the number of training batches required for IKFlow to reach a given L2 error grows

exponentially with an increase in equation 2.7 of the kinematic system it is modeling. The

results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.8.

IKFlow is a novel IK solver capable of providing quick, accurate, and diverse solutions

for kinematically redundant robots operating in SE(3), based on modeling IK solutions as

a distribution over joint poses and using deep generative modeling to model these distribu-

tions. Our experiments demonstrated that IKFlow can generate hundreds to thousands of

solutions covering the solution space in milliseconds. The average pose error of the results

showed that our approach is capable of finding solutions with millimeters of translation

error, and less than 1.5 degrees of rotational error. These results demonstrate that IKFlow

can serve as the basis for the expanded functionality of 7+ DOF kinematic chains. In

the next chapter we step up a layer in the planning hierarchy to construct and optimize

controllers.
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Chapter 3

Improved Feedback Motion Planning

Figure 3.1: An illustration of controller overlap. The cyan region highlights the
overlap between funnels, which can be used for estimating the consistency of their
value estimates.

In the previous part, symbols were defined to have a precondition and an effect. The

precondition and effect ensure that the symbol can be sequenced with other symbols. In

the prior chapter, these were constructed by gathering data, clustering the data, and then

constructing a classifier around the clusters. This may not always be a feasible, or desirable,

approach because it requires a number of demonstrations, and gathering demonstrations

on a robot is expensive. In the control community, there has been a considerable amount

of work applied to understanding the region of attraction for a controller. The region of

attraction for a controller is the subset of state space from which the controller can be
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operated and it is guaranteed that the controller will reach a particular end state. The

region of attraction is the same definition as the precondition of the symbol. Operationally

there is an important difference, the region of attraction can sometimes be built with the

knowledge of system dynamics and the controller. This reduces the amount of data that

must be collected in order to build a symbol.

Specifically in this chapter, we will look at LQR-Trees. LQR-Trees is an algorithm

that sequences controllers by overlapping the end state of one controller with the region

of attraction of another controller. We extend the work done in LQR-Trees by improving

the optimality of the controllers that it constructs. Our solution takes inspiration from the

Bellman Residual and demonstrates empirically that the controllers can be improved by

reducing the discrepancy between value estimates of two different funnels.

3.1 Background

LQR-Trees [60] is a prominent feedback motion planning algorithm. It uses advances in

automatic controller construction to form a set of controllers for underactuated nonlinear

systems. LQR-Trees is a sampling-based planner [39] but the local planner is replaced with

a method that creates provably stable controllers. It continues to add controllers, stably

sequencing them, until they cover a bounded region of configuration space. The components

of the algorithm follow.

3.1.1 Stable Controller Construction

The first major component of the algorithm constructs a stable controller that connects two

states. First, a reference trajectory between the two states must be found. Trajectory opti-

mization finds a sequence of states and actions that will take the robot from the start point

to the goal while obeying constraints enforced by the physics of the robot and attempting

to minimize the cost function. However, it can only be guaranteed to find a local minimum.

The output of trajectory optimization is a single trajectory and if the robot ever deviates
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from it, there is no defined control behavior. Therefore, the LQR-Tree algorithm wraps

each trajectory in a Time-Varying Linear-Quadratic Regulator (TV-LQR) [5]. Before we

review TV-LQR, we will briefly touch on the Linear-Quadratic Regulator.

Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR)

The Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR) [5] assumes the state dynamics are linear in the

state and action variables, and that the cost function is quadratic in the state and action

variables. When these assumptions are satisfied a continuous problem of high dimension

can be solved directly. The transition function of the LQR is defined as:

ṡ(s, a) = As+Ba. (3.1)

A describes how an agent’s state would evolve passively over time and B describes how an

action changes the state of the agent. s is the state of the system and a is the action taken.

The cost function of LQR is defined as:

c(s, a) = s⊺Qs+ a⊺Ra, (3.2)

whereQ weights the how much the state affects the cost incurred andR is the cost associated

with taking an action. LQR is heavily used in control theory because an optimal solution

is known for the continuous case. The value function of an LQR problem is found via the

Discrete Algebraic Riccati equation:

P = A⊺PA+ (A⊺PB)(R+B⊺PB)−1(B⊺PA) +Q. (3.3)

The value function for this control problem is:

V (s) = s⊺Ps. (3.4)

The ease of computing the solution is balanced by the rather stringent requirements

that the state dynamics are linear, and the cost is quadratic. While this might seem to

limit the applicability of LQR, locally linearizing has proved to be an effective solution for

many systems [59].
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Figure 3.2: Time Varying LQR is an extension of LQR to handle trajectory follow-
ing. This figure depicts three different value functions for three different time points
along the trajectory. Since the LQR problem is solved in relation to the trajectory
the value function solutions will change in time. Thus some portions may have larger
regions of stability than others.

Time-Varying LQR (TV-LQR)

Time-Varying LQR [5] is an extension of LQR which handles a time-varying goal point, i.e.,

a trajectory. TV-LQR approximates the region around a trajectory as an LQR problem

and provides feedback commands for states that are off of the trajectory.

The state dynamics for the time-varying problem are linearized as:

ṡ(s, a) = A(t)s+B(t)a. (3.5)

The value function and control are then determined in relation to the goal trajectory, s̃,

given:

V (s, a, t) =

∫ T

t

(
a⊺Ra+ (s− s̃(t))⊺Q(s− s̃(t))

)
dt.

The feedback control is then a linear term, K, summed with the command selected by the

trajectory optimizer, atraj :

aTV = K⊺s+ atraj . (3.6)

Combining TV-LQR with trajectory optimization allows for a small region of acceptable

states around a trajectory to be stabilized. Figure 3.2 depicts how the value function, and

the corresponding region of attraction, change along a trajectory at three different time

points.

While the TV-LQR feedback controller is defined for all states off of the trajectory, it

is not stable for all of those points. In order to determine the region of stability around the

trajectory, the LQR-Tree algorithm uses a convex optimization approach which constructs
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an ellipse that is an inner approximation of the region of stability. Any point inside the

region is stable in the sense of Lyapunov.

Lyapunov Stability Analysis

Lyapunov stability analysis is a method for ensuring that a dynamical system reaches

a region around an equilibrium point. If a controller can be constructed whose value

function has a derivative that is negative everywhere but at the goal, then that controller

is guaranteed to converge to the goal region:

V̇ = ∇V f(s(t), a(t)) ≤ 0. (3.7)

Intuitively, the negative derivative of the value function for a controller ensures that every

step of every trajectory decreases in cost. The region around the goal point for which the

value function has a negative derivative is the region of attraction. Any point in the region

of attraction is guaranteed, asymptotically, to converge to the goal.

There are several ways to construct Lyapunov functions and their associated regions

of attraction. The Sum-of-Squares (SOS) [61] approach uses semi-definite programming

and a polynomial description of the dynamical system to construct a provably conservative

estimate of the Lyapunov function. However, it does not scale well to high dimensions. This

is in part due to the explosion of polynomial terms as the dimension of the system increases.

There are also simulation-based approaches [49] which rely on probabilistic arguments for

defining their regions of attraction. Most recently, the simulation-based approaches were

paired with function approximators [53] to learn oddly-shaped regions of attraction.

3.1.2 Space Covering

Each of the controllers constructed in a manner consistent with the previous section covers a

portion of the state space. The LQR-Trees algorithm continues to construct these stability

region bounded controllers until a bounded region of the state space has been covered

in controllers. The addition of controllers happens in a method similar to RRT [56]. A
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random point, not contained in any current controller’s stability region, is selected. If a

stable controller can be constructed from that point to any point already on the tree then

that controller is added. If a controller cannot be constructed then a new point is selected.

Figure 3.1 provides an idea of how the tree might grow to cover the configuration space.

While the LQR-Trees algorithm provides a way to construct provably stable policies

for underactuated nonlinear systems it is not capable of reducing the cost of the composite

policy because it terminates whenever the space is covered and has no way of removing and

replacing sub-optimal controllers.

3.2 Optimizing LQR-Trees

We use a combination of optimal control methods and reinforcement learning to construct

a more optimal policy for nonlinear underactuated systems. This combination produces a

composite policy that is more optimal than the original LQR-Trees policy. Importantly,

the resulting policy retains its stability bounds which provide assurance that the system

will perform as expected, which is becoming increasingly important as robotics begins to

be applied in close proximity to humans and in safety-critical applications.

The method described here combines several existing methods in order to construct

a set of controllers that cover the configuration space with verifiable and approximately

optimal controllers. Trajectory optimization provides trajectories that are locally optimal

and respect constraints. TV-LQR and Lyapunov analysis provide approximate methods

for determining the value of states around the trajectory and the boundaries of those

estimates. Sampling-based motion planning provides a method for covering the space, as

well as guidance on which neighbors to connect to. Finally, reinforcement learning provides

a way to remove and replace controllers so that the policy improves over time. Figure 3.3

provides an overview of the whole process.
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Figure 3.3: A flow diagram of the system detailed in Section 3.2. The start point
for the diagram is Sample State. The process is an iterative process that continues as
long as there is empty space that needs to be covered, or there exists a value function
discrepancy between two controllers that is too large.

3.2.1 Dynamic Programming and Trajectory Optimization

Trajectory optimization has significant benefits over dynamic programming as the dimen-

sionality of the problem grows. However, trajectory optimization only finds locally optimal

trajectories. We combine these two approaches to construct bounded cost controllers. Atke-

son [7] notes that a Bellman Residual can be calculated at any point where two trajectories

overlap. The Bellman Residual is a measure of the inconsistency in value function esti-

mates. Each trajectory contains an estimate of the value function at that point, thus the

difference of the value functions at that point is a sample of the Bellman Residual. This is

accomplished by constructing a value function for every trajectory returned by the trajec-

tory optimizer. The extent of the value function is limited by Lyapunov analysis. Lastly,

this cycle is repeated until all controllers overlap with at least one other controller, and all

samples returned are within the threshold on the Bellman residual.
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Figure 3.4: The trajectory τ and its associated TV-LQR funnel are used to ap-
proximate the value at Vlocal. The end state of the controller is at the right of the
trajectory and can be reached by any state that would be contained within the cyan
section of the funnel. The value function can be estimated at any point within the
cyan region. This value estimate is a combination of value backup along the trajec-
tory and LQR approximations at each point along the trajectory.

Trajectory-Based Approximate Value Function

The first step is to approximate the value function of a task using a set of trajectories

returned by the trajectory optimizer. The trajectory τ returned by the trajectory opti-

mizer is the reference for a TV-LQR policy, which defines a value function centered on

the trajectory. The region of stability for the TV-LQR defines the extent to which the

value function is considered valid. To be clear, the TV-LQR could approximate the value

of any point, however here the approximation is restricted to the stable region around the

trajectory. Only using the values from inside the stability region defined by the Lyapunov

analysis ensures that only stable controllers are constructed.

In order to estimate the value of a particular state, first the value of the closest point,

s0, on a trajectory is found by backing up along the trajectory:

Vτ (s0) =
T∑
i=0

γir(si, τ(si)) + γT+1V (sT+1), (3.8)

where V (sT+1) is the value of the endpoint the trajectory optimizer used, and γ is the

discount factor, which weights how a reward received now should be traded with a reward

in the future. The process of selecting the endpoint will be discussed in Section 3.2.1.

Next, the value function constructed by TV-LQR for that point on the trajectory is used
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to estimate the local value of the sample point:

Vlocal(s) = s⊺Plocals. (3.9)

This local value is then combined with the backup from equation 3.8 to provide a global

action-value estimate:

V (s) = Vlocal(s) + Vτ (s0). (3.10)

This approximation is visualized in Figure 3.4. The local value estimate, Vlocal, performs

two duties here. First, it provides an approximate value for the value function from a

particular point on the trajectory. Note that, the value function, Vlocal returned by TV-

LQR for a trajectory is not the same as the value function for the task, but rather it is the

value function for stabilizing the system around the trajectory. Freeman and Primbs [23]

demonstrate that the Lyapunov value function, in this case Vlocal is an upper bound on the

optimal value function for some meaningful reward function. Primbs et al. [46] relate Vlocal

and the optimal value function of a known reward function by a scalar multiple:

VTask(s) ≈ λ(s)Vlocal(s). (3.11)

Knowledge of λ allows an approximation of the optimal value function to be calculated

from the TV-LQR value function. Primbs et al. [46] demonstrate that λ can be derived

from Sontag’s formula [23], which results in the following:

λ(s) = 2

(
VsA+

√
(VsA)2 +Q(s)(VsBBtV t

s )

VsBBtV t
s

)
, (3.12)

where Vs is the derivative of the local value function, Vlocal, with respect to the state space,

A is the passive state dynamics, B is the dynamics resulting from control, and Q is the

cost due to state only. This approximation works well in areas where the shape of the local

value function and the optimal value function are similar. The Lyapunov analysis ensures

that the local value function and the optimal value function are of similar shape in the

stability region.
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The second way the local value function is used is to determine the boundary around

the trajectory:

{s|Vlocal(s) < ϵ}. (3.13)

Here the level set of the local value function is used to determine the region of stability for

the controller. The combination of these two aspects permits a value function approxima-

tion to be constructed any time a point is contained within a funnel.

Neighbor Selection

In addition to refining the trajectories that a particular controller takes, the neighbor that a

particular start state is connected to will also affect the optimality of the solution. Follow-

ing Hauser and Zhou [27], we only consider neighbors with a decreasing cost as iterations

increase. Thus, in the limit, the trajectory optimization will be using the approximately

optimal value function, V̂ ∗, to connect to the goal.

Termination Criteria

Convergence is determined by evaluating the Bellman Residual at sample points drawn

from a uniform distribution over the state space. Since a point may belong to more than

two funnels, only the two lowest cost estimates are used. If the lowest two approximations

are within ϵ of each other then we assume that the funnels aren’t far from optimal. This

assumption is based on a technique from Williams and Baird [65]:

||V ∗ − V || = ϵ

1− γ
. (3.14)

One difficulty with this approach is that the Williams and Baird bound is based on an ϵ that

is defined over the entire value function of a task, and here it is being used to determine the

convergence of a small number of funnels. Another difficulty is that the Bellman Residual

is defined over the whole function as opposed to samples. We leave the proof of the validity

of this assumption to future work. We continue adding trajectories until all sampled points

have two funnels with approximate values within ϵ of each other.
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3.2.2 Optimizing LQR-Trees Algorithm

Algorithm 1 Optimizing LQR-Trees

1: procedure ConstructLQRTree(c, g, α, ϵmax)
2: ▷ The cost function, the goal, the contraction coefficient, and the maximum amount of

error
3: T ← ∅
4: T ← LQR(g) ▷ Add LQR solution for goal to tree.
5: coverThresh ▷ A number used to determine probability of coverage.
6: coverSum ← 0
7: ϵ = Rmax

2(1−γ)
8: while ϵ > ϵmax do
9: ϵ = α ∗ ϵ

10: while coverSum < coverThresh do
11: s← RandomConfiguration
12: if ValidValue(s, ϵ) then
13: coverSum ← coverSum+1
14: else
15: coverSum ← 0
16: if ¬InFunnel(s) then
17: n←SelectNeighbor(s, T )
18: τ ← ConstructFunnel(s, n, c)
19: T ← AddFunnel(τ, T )

20: return T

The algorithm combines the two previous sections into an alternating algorithm which

first constructs an LQR-Tree that probabilistically covers the configuration space. Lines

6-12 implement the same probabilistic coverage mechanism that was used in the original

LQR-Trees paper [60]. The ValidValue function implements the bound from equation 3.14.

InFunnel checks whether a point is contained in any of the regions of attraction for nodes

of the LQR-Tree. The selectNeighbor function implements the method described in the

Neighbor Selection subsection. ConstructFunnel uses a trajectory optimizer to connect

s to sn, where sn is the zero point defined by the Lyapunov function at node n, such

that the cost according to c is minimized. It then passes that trajectory to a TV-LQR

method which constructs a candidate Lyapunov function that is then scaled by a Sum-of-

Squares Lyapunov analysis. AddFunnel takes the previously constructed funnel and adds

representative Lyapunov functions to the tree.
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3.2.3 Experiments

Figure 3.5: A comparison of Bounded Error LQR-Trees and LQR-Trees. The red
line is the error upper bound. The yellow line is the maximum observed error of the
LQR-Trees method. The blue line is the observed maximum error for the Bounded-
Error LQR-Trees method described in Section 3.2. All the bounded error trees con-
structed stay under the requested error bound.

In order to validate the model we evaluate its performance on the constrained inverted

pendulum problem. The constrained inverted pendulum problem was chosen because it

is an underactuated nonlinear control problem, which makes it a reasonable first test for

robotics control frameworks. The approach detailed in the previous section is compared

to two baselines: a Value Iteration dynamic programming solution that uses state space

discretization, and LQR-Trees.

Comparisons between the baselines and the proposed approach were performed by ran-

domly selecting a start state from the configuration space of the pendulum. The goal in

all experiments was to reach the inverted position, 3.14, with velocity 0. Trajectories from
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(a) The approximate value function con-
structed by sampling from the Lyapunov
stability regions.

(b) The value function constructed by Value
Iteration for the same problem.

Figure 3.6: The LQR-Trees value function is similar in structure to the optimal
value function from Value Iteration.

all the different baselines were re-sampled so that they used the same time step. Then a

trapezoidal integration was used on the re-sampled trajectories to calculate the cost. This

was repeated for 100 samples to gather sufficient statistics on max cost and average cost.

All experiments were carried out in MATLAB using Drake [62].

3.2.4 Results

In order to compare bounded error LQR-Trees to the two baselines the value function

created by the value iteration baseline was considered to be V ∗. In Figure 3.5 several

different bounded error LQR-Trees are compared to the upper bound that they were given.

Every tree respects the upper bound it was provided. The horizontal yellow line is the

maximum observed error from the baseline LQR-Tree. In summary, Figure 3.5 provides

evidence that the bound from equation 3.14 holds for composite policies. It also suggests

that the approximation of the value function via the Primbs’ multiplier (eqn. 3.12) and a

quadratic Lyapunov function are an upper bound on the optimal value function.

Next, we compare the value functions produced by Value Iteration and the first iteration

of the bounded LQR-Trees approach. Figure 3.6(a) is the approximate value function
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constructed by the proposed method after one iteration. Figure 3.6(b) is the value function

created by Value Iteration. The overall structures of the two value functions are similar.

Both contain a deep valley near the solution, with large ridges near the corners (4.71, 10)

and (4.71,−10). In addition, they both contain a small bump centered on (0, 0). The major

difference between the two is the sharpness of the creases. This is due to the application of

Lyapunov stability analysis to the approximation of values. In regions where the dynamics

might change rapidly, equation 3.7 may no longer hold true, and thus the region of attraction

will have boundaries on or near rapid changes in the dynamics. This prevents the value

approximation from smoothing out creases as is seen in Figure 3.6(b). For example, the

regions of attraction found in the valley around the solution, (3.14, 0), are aligned with the

long axis of the valley, because the dynamics of the system rapidly change once a certain

velocity threshold is surpassed. This threshold corresponds to the top of the ridge that

defines the solution valley. In addition, since the trajectory optimizer is discretizing in

time as opposed to space, there is no lower bound on how fine the representation can be

in regions of rapidly changing dynamics. Lastly, the value function constructed according

to the proposed method estimates the cost-to-go of states to be much higher; this is to be

expected as the trajectory optimizer is a nonlinear optimization. This will be corrected as

more iterations are performed and poorly performing funnels are replaced.

Trajectory Centric Reinforcement Learning [7] and LQR-Trees [49, 60] are the two

pieces of work closest to our method. While Trajectory Centric Reinforcement Learning

(TCRL) uses the Bellman Residual to construct optimal value functions from sampled

trajectories, it does not provide a principled way for sampling new trajectory start points.

It also assumes that all trajectories end at the goal. While this is a reasonable assumption

for the inverted pendulum, trajectory optimizers will have an easier time reaching subgoals

in high dimension nonlinear dynamics. Further, TCRL uses the iLQR [59] to approximate

the value function of the trajectory. While this is reasonable for approximation, it says

nothing about the stability of points off the trajectory. LQR-Trees is the direct predecessor

to this work, sharing the most in common with the approach outlined here. However, it is
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missing any notion of optimization: the policies returned by it are stable and will reach the

goal, but they have no way to improve performance. The proposed approach tackles this

by combining Primbs’ multiplier with the Bellman Residual approach of TCRL to optimize

the performance of the resulting composite policy.

In this chapter, we introduced a new algorithm that constructs optimized stable poli-

cies. The performance of the resulting policies was improved by minimizing the maximum

sampled value discrepancy. This enables symbols to be constructed that leverage a more

optimal controller. In the next chapter, we demonstrate how to extend symbolic represen-

tations to parameterized controllers.
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Chapter 4

Synthesizing Symbolic Representations

for Planning with Parameterized Skills

A defining characteristic of intelligent robots is the ability to generate goal-oriented behavior

for a wide variety of tasks. One approach to generating such behavior is task-level planning,

whereby a robot reasons about sequences of predefined motor skills to find a sequence that

reaches a goal with high probability. Task level planning is fast and capable of considering

relatively long planning horizons. However, it depends on the availability of a composable

set of motor skills, and an abstract representation that supports efficiently reasoning about

composing the motor skills.

Previous work [36] has addressed the question of how to construct abstract represen-

tations suitable for planning with a given collection of motor skills, providing a principled

method for constructing representations that support the operations necessary for proba-

bilistic planning. However, that work assumed that the motor skills are simple black-box

controllers. Due to the continuous nature of certain tasks, such controllers are too inflexible

to support the range of dexterous behaviors required of intelligent robots that must interact

with a complex world.

Existing approaches for generating more flexible behavior find either detailed low-level

motion plans [38], which is generally only feasible for short-horizon tasks or use higher-level

actions but still reason in detail [26], which performs well but still requires complex planning

to find medium-horizon plans. We propose an alternative approach that plans using more

flexible parameterized motor skills [13] [30] [34] [40] where the behavior of each high-level

action is modified by a real-valued parameter vector. Here, the robot must select both the

motor skill to execute at a particular time and additionally select appropriate parameters

for it.
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We extend existing work on constructing abstract representations [36] to support pa-

rameterized motor skills and specify conditions which separate the selection of motor skills

from the parameterization of those skills. This extension results in a relatively simple dis-

crete abstract representation for planning, which is followed by a fixed parameter selection

process.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework by first learning a symbolic represen-

tation for a virtual domain based on Angry Birds and then create a symbolic representation

for a robot manipulation task.

4.1 Background

4.1.1 Parameterized Skills

A parameterized skill is a motor controller which takes as input a parameter vector and

generates behavior that varies based on the parameter’s value. We describe the robot’s task

as a parameterized action Markov decision process (PAMDP) [40], described by a tuple:

(S,A,R, T, γ) ,

where S ⊆ Rn is a set of states; A is a set of parameterized skills (described next); R is a

reward function describing the reward received for executing a parameterized action in a

particular state; T is a model of the transition dynamics; and γ is a discount factor.

Following the options framework [58], each parameterized skill is described by a tuple:

(πo,Θo, Io, βo) ,

where πo(a|s, θ) is a policy that returns the probability of the agent executing action a

in state s, given input parameter θ; Θo ⊆ Rm is a range of acceptable policy parameter

vectors; Io is the set of states from which the motor skill can be executed;1 and βo(s) is a

1Note that we assume that any parameter value θ ∈ Θo can be selected for any state in Io; we

leave removing this assumption to future work.
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termination condition, which determines the probability with which the motor skill should

terminate in a given state s.

In a MDP, the agent aims to finds a policy, π, which maps from states to a distribution

over actions. In a PAMDP, the agent must find a policy which maps from states to a

distribution over, (a, θ), where a is a parameterized action and θ is its parameterization.

Masson et al. [40] introduced the use of parametrized action Markov Decision Pro-

cesses to include parameterized skills in the reinforcement learning setting. They present a

reinforcement learning algorithm that learns separate policies for selecting skills and skill

parameters, given a state. This method was successfully applied to a simulated robot soccer

domain but is unsuitable for use on physical robots as it is model-free, and consequently

requires a great deal of experience to learn a good policy.

4.1.2 Planning with Motor Skills

If we are to construct a representation that enables a robot to plan using a set of motor

skills, it must support the operations required to compute the probability with which a

plan succeeds, and the expected reward received should execution be successful. Prior

work [36] has shown that the agent must represent two important pieces of information

for each motor controller: the precondition, Pre(o, s) = P (s ∈ Io), which estimates the

probability that a motor skill o can be run from state s, and the image Im(o, Z), which

returns a distribution over states, expressing the probability of the agent entering state s′

after executing motor skill o from a start state drawn from the distribution Z. Given these,

the robot can compute the probability of a plan succeeding by multiplying the probability

of successfully executing each action:

pi =

∫
Pre(oi, s)Zi(s)ds,

where Z0 is the start distribution and each Zi = Im(oi−1, Zi−1). Similarly, we can compute

the expected reward of executing action oi from distribution Zi as ri =
∫
R(s, oi)Zi(s)ds.

A symbol is an abstraction applied to preconditions and images. Here we differentiate
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between two types of symbols. A distributional symbol, σz, names a distribution, Z, over

states. Distributional symbols are used to estimate the state distributions of images. A

conditional symbol, σE , is the name associated with a function P (C(s) = True) which

returns the probability that condition C holds true at state s. Conditional symbols are

probabilistic classifiers used to approximate the probability that a state belongs to the

precondition of a skill.

A symbolic representation for motor skill planning can be constructed by first creating

a pair of symbols for each skill. There is a minimum of at least one conditional symbol

to represent the skill’s precondition and one distributional symbol to represent the skill’s

image. These pairs of symbols are used to compute every reachable pi and ri value as defined

above, and finally used to construct a forward model for obtaining pi and ri using only the

symbols themselves (and not the classifiers and distributions that they name). However,

the ability to do so requires that there be only finitely many such pi and ri values, which

in turn means that there can be only finitely many reachable image distributions.

This condition is not true in general, but it does hold for some common types of motor

skills. The most important one is the subgoal skill, where a feedback motor controller

drives the state toward some subgoal set of states, and the feedback process eliminates any

dependency on the state from which execution started. In that case we can replace any

instance of the image operator with an effect distribution which does not depend on start

state:

Im(o, Z) = Eff(o).

As a result, there are only finitely many reachable image distributions—in fact, exactly as

many as there are motor controllers—this allows the construction of a finite representation.

Of course, in many real-life scenarios, the subgoal property does not hold. In practice,

we can often partition a motor skill’s initiation set such that the subgoal property approxi-

mately holds when execution only occurs from each of the resulting partitions. In this case,

we can build a finite model by considering each partition a distinct motor skill.
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4.2 Building Symbolic Models for Probabilistic

Planning with Parameterized Skills

Due to the uncertain nature of robot sensing and action we are interested in probabilistic

planning. Probabilistic planning is the process of creating a plan and evaluating its proba-

bility of success. Formally, a plan is defined as a sequence of actions intended to accomplish

a goal from a particular starting configuration. In order to perform probabilistic planning

with parameterized skills, we must extend the previous definition to handle motor skill

parameters and thus define a plan as follows:

Definition 1. A plan p = {o1(θ1)....on(θn)} from a start state distribution Z is a sequence

of parameterized skills and their parameters o ∈ O, θ ∈ Θo, to be executed from a state

drawn from Z.

This plan definition maintains the important aspects of the previous definition. The

plan is still a sequence of actions and dependent on the start state distribution, however

each plan also includes the parameter for each action. It is important to note that each

motor skill has a bounded range of parameters from which it can draw. For example, o1

may accept a parameter value between 0 and 5, while o2 may accept a parameter value

between 25 and 100. The start state distribution, Z, is required because without a start

state the probability of plan completion cannot be evaluated. As before, the probability of

plan completion is obtained by computing the probability of successfully completing each

successive motor skill execution in the plan, and multiplying these probabilities together.

Konidaris et al. [36] prove that the precondition and image are necessary and sufficient

for symbolic planning of unparameterized motor skills. Here we assume that the precon-

ditions of parameterized motor skills have no dependency on the parameter, and thus are

the same as previously defined. However, the image of a parameterized motor skill is de-

pendent on the parameter and must be redefined. We therefore define the parameterized

probabilistic image operator.
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Definition 2.

Image(Z, o, θ) =

∫
S P (s′|s, o, θ)Z(s)P (s ∈ Io)ds∫

S Z(s)P (s ∈ Io)ds

= P (s′|o, θ).

The image is important for calculating the probability of skill j being executable after

skill i has completed. The probability of the image of skill i overlapping with the initiation

set of skill j is the probability of skill intersection:

Definition 3.

Inter(oi, θi, oj , Z) =
∫
S Image(Z, oi, θi)P (s ∈ Ioj )ds. (4.1)

These definitions allow us to now prove that the probability of plan completion can be

constructed from these parts.

Theorem 1. Given a PAMDP, a model of the probabilistic precondition of each param-

eterized skill and the parameterized probabilistic image, the probability of completing a

plan, (Z,p), can be determined.

Proof

Consider an arbitrary plan tuple (Z0, p), with plan length n. The probability of successfully

executing plan p from starting distribution, Z0, is

n−1∏
j=0

Inter(oj , θj , oj+1, Zj)

∫
S
Z0P (s ∈ Io0)ds.

Where Zj+1 can be found via Zj+1 = Image(Zj , oj , θj), for j ∈ {1...n}. □

Starting with a distribution of states, the agent can repeatedly apply the image operator

to obtain the distribution of states after taking an action. Using these images the agent

can determine the probability of execution of each parameterized skill. It can then multiply
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all of these probabilities together to obtain the probability of success of a plan. However,

we are interested in finding the best plan given the motor skills available to the robot, not

only the probability of success of a particular plan. Thus we define the Skill Optimal Plan:

Definition 4.

argmax
θ0...θn

n−1∏
j=0

Inter(oj , θj , oj+1, Zj)

∫
S
Z0P (s ∈ Io0)ds. (4.2)

This is the set of motor skill parameters which maximize a given plan’s probability of

success. In order to maximize the probability of a plan’s success, the planner must select a

sequence of skills and for each skill the parameter which maximizes the probability of that

skill. In Figure 4.1 the initiation classifier is represented on the left and the parameterized

image of the skill is the yellow ribbon on the right. The planner must select a θ which results

in the maximum probability that the image of the skill is in the initiation classifier of the

next skill. By selecting the maximum probability parameter setting the representation for

a skill optimal plan remains discrete, as we prove next.

Theorem 2. Assuming that only the probability of a successful plan execution is of inter-

est and given n parameterized motor skills, the number of symbols required to represent a

skill optimal plan is O(n2).

Proof

For each skill intersection the only parameter setting which needs to be represented by

a symbol is one which maximizes the probability of skill intersection. All other parameter

settings will result in a lower probability and thus can be ignored without impacting the

planner’s ability to find a skill optimal plan. This is because a skill optimal plan must be

constructed of skills with parameters tuned to maximize the probability of the following

skill. This is a consequence of the multiplicative nature of our plan definition. Lastly, there

are n2 skill intersections, each with one parameter setting which maximize the probability

thus a discrete representation with O(n2) symbols can represent all necessary information.
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□

Now that the number of symbols has been bounded, a parameter must be selected.

In practice we must search for the θ which maximizes the probability of Inter(oj , θj , oi, Z)

for all o ∈ O. This is achieved by uniformly sampling over the range of θ and estimating

the intersection probability for each sample. This approach will always incur some error

between the estimated max probability and the true max probability, |m̃ −m|. Next we

bound this approximation error when the intersection is assumed to be Lipschitz continuous.

In order for this assumption to be reasonable the perception and dynamics of the robot need

to be Lipschitz. Many mobile manipulation platforms have dynamics which are Lipschitz

continuous. As for perception, in many cases the environment being observed can be treated

as Lipschitz by linearly interpolating between any discontinuities.

Lemma 1. Given a Lipschitz continuous skill intersection, with Lipschitz constant K, and

the distance between parameter sample values, ∆, and d the dimensionality of the param-

eter space, the approximation error of the maximum is
√
dK∆
2 .

Proof

First, uniformly sample the parameter space of θ by ∆. For all of these points find the

probability of intersection. Next, define m̃ as the max taken over all of the skill intersection

samples and let m be the true max. The approximation error is defined as |m̃−m|. Given

an m̃, an m can be constructed that does not change the selection of m̃ and maximizes

the approximation error. Starting at m̃ increase at a rate of K for
√
d∆
2 while heading in

the direction of a point that is
√
d∆ away. At

√
d∆
2 change the rate to −K. At

√
d∆ from

its start point the function will be equal to m̃. The point
√
d∆away is the furthest point

on the hypercube that is defined by ∆ spaced uniform sampling. Thus the furthest m can

be from m̃ is
√
d∆
2 . Finally, since the error can only grow by K per unit of distance, the

maximum error is
√
dK∆
2 .

□
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Using this approximate max operator we now bound the error of an approximate finite

symbolic representation for achieving the skill optimal plan.

Theorem 3. Given a finite number of parameterized motor skills with Lipschitz contin-

uous skill intersections, a finite number of bounded parameters for each motor skill, and

the approximate max operator, the error of an approximate finite symbolic representation

is upper bounded by
√
dK∆n
2 , where n is the plan length.

Proof

The probability of success of the optimal plan is defined as
∏n

i=0 Pi, while the probability

of success of the approximate plan is at most
∏n

i=0

(
Pi − K∆

2

)
. For clarity, we define

δ =
√
dK∆
2 . Next we show by induction that

n∏
i=0

(Pi − δ) ≥
n∏

i=0

Pi − δn.

The base case is when n = 1

(P1 − δ) ≥ P1 − (δ)(1).

We assume it holds for n = j and show that it holds for n = j + 1

j+1∏
i=0

(Pi − δ) = (Pj+1 − δ)
j∏

i=0
(Pi − δ)

≥ (Pj+1 − δ)((
j∏

i=0
Pi)− δj)

= Pj+1

j∏
i=0

(Pi)− Pj+1δj − δ
j∏

i=0
(Pi) + δ2j

≥ Pj+1

j∏
i=0

(Pi)− Pj+1δj − δ
j∏

i=0
(Pi)
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≥ Pj+1

j∏
i=0

(Pi)− δj − δ

=
j+1∏
i=0

(Pi)− δ(j + 1)

=
j+1∏
i=0

(Pi)−
√
dK∆(j+1)

2 .

Thus the difference between an approximate plan and the true plan is upper bounded

by
√
dK∆n
2

√
dK∆n

2
≥

n∏
i=0

(Pi)−
n∏

i=0

(Pi −
√
dK∆

2
).

□

The error due to the approximation grows as the plan gets longer, and as the intersection

becomes more sensitive to the change in motor skill parameters. In addition, the bound

explains how ∆ is related to these two quantities. This relationship shows that we can

sample less (i.e. have a large value for ∆) for cases where plans are short, or parameter

sensitivity is low.

Unfortunately, even in cases where ∆ can be large, calculating the skill intersection

in general is computationally expensive. Konidaris et al. [36] use the subgoal property to

approximate the intersection. Here we generalize the subgoal property to include parameter

values, we propose the strong parameterized subgoal property :

Definition 5.

Image(Z, o, θ) = Effectθl,θu(o)

∀θ, θl ≤ θ ≤ θu.

This property holds when the image and starting distribution are conditionally inde-

pendent given the parameters of the controller. If this property holds over the entire range

of θ, then the motor skill is not parameterized. In general, this property is expected to only
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Figure 4.1: The yellow ribbon is the set of all image distributions. The image varies
with the value of θ along the red curve. The goal is to select a range of θ such that
the effect distribution lies inside the precondition of the next action with highest
probability. Visually, this would be regions where the yellow ribbon is contained by
the blue precondition.

hold over segments of the parameter space. When this property does hold, an effect defined

over a parameter range can approximate the image in (4.1). In practice, this property may

be overly restrictive, as it requires the image and effect to be the same distribution. Thus

we introduce the weak parameterized subgoal property:

Definition 6. ∫
s
Image(Zi, oi, θi)(s)P (s ∈ Ioj )ds =∫

s
Effectθl,θu(oi)(s)P (s ∈ Ioj )ds

∀θi, θl ≤ θi ≤ θu,∀oj ∈ O.

This ensures that the probability of executing any following action is necessarily the

same, but does not require that the two distributions are the same. Since the effect is a

set of images the number of intersections that must be calculated is reduced. In addition,

computationally friendly distributions can be chosen as long as they satisfy the subgoal
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property. The downside of using the effect is that it may not represent the set of images well,

unless the weak parameterized subgoal property holds. Thus the combination of Theorem

3 and the weak parameterized subgoal property results in a discrete representation which

supports efficient planning and has bounded error from the optimal.

4.3 Experiments

We applied our framework to two different domains: a virtual domain, which demonstrates

the compression and expressiveness of the representation, and a robot manipulation task,

which demonstrates its performance under sparse and noisy data.

4.3.1 Catapult Domain

The catapult domain is a model of the popular game, Angry Birds (see Figure 4.2). In

this instantiation, three walls can be knocked down, and two obstacles that only fall when

their corresponding wall falls. The agent is provided with one parameterized behavior,

shootAtAngle(θ). The parameter, θ, defines the firing angle of the catapult and the goal

of the agent is to knock down all the walls.

Data Collection

An agent uniformly at random selects θ from 0 to 1.57 until 10,000 parameterized skill

executions have been collected. One consequence of the random agent is that in some

cases a wall can be perturbed without knocking it over. These samples provide additional

information about how the agent can knock down a wall that is not in the canonical start

pose. The state space consists of the action parameter used, θ, and the x,y, and ϕ of each

wall before and after the action. ϕ is the angle, from vertical, of a wall.
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Symbol Creation

In order to prepare the data for symbol creation, the data was clustered using DBSCAN [55,

22, 44] with an ϵ = 0.32 and the minimum number of samples set to 100. Using randomized

logistic regression feature selection was performed on each cluster. A feature was kept if

it appeared in more than 55% of 500 random re-samplings of the training data. The

precondition classifiers were trained on the clustered data using only the selected features.

The classifiers used were Probabilistic KSVMs [14].2 The effect distributions were modeled

with conditional kernel density estimators [41].

Each effect distribution is checked against the other effect distributions using a 2-sample

Kolmogorov–Smirnov-test to ensure that the distributions are significantly different. If they

are not, their grounding sets are merged into a single symbol.

Operator Creation

The clustered data was used to create a list of observed cluster transitions. Clusters which

occurred before an action require a conditional symbol. Clusters which occurred after an

action require a distributional symbol. In this case because there is only one option, all of

the operators come from partitioning the initiation set of the option. The probability of

the operator follows the methods outlined in Section 4.2.

Planning

The learned operators are transformed into the Probabilistic Planning Domain Description

Language (PPDDL) [66] so that off-the-shelf planners can be used. During this transfor-

mation any operator with a probability less than 0.25 was downgraded to impossible and

removed. The start state and goal are defined in PPDDL and the problem is posed to the

mini-gpt [11] planner, an off-the-shelf MDP planner, with two heuristics applied, zero, and

min-min-lrtdp.

2The radial basis kernel was used.
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Results

The results of the experiments demonstrate that the symbolic representation for the virtual

domain compresses the ambient state space of the domain to an abstraction that contains

the salient features necessary for accomplishing both the original task and other novel

tasks. One way to measure the compressed nature is to inspect the size of the symbolic

representation versus a discretization. Only 16 symbols were created for the virtual domain.

This is a significant reduction in representation size over even a coarse discretization of the

combined action and state space.3 This symbolic space allows very efficient planning, a

plan for knocking down all of the walls can be found in 4.5ms.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 4.2: Two different goals from the same set of symbols. The first goal is to
knock down all the walls (a-d). a.) The transparent wood wall is the canonical start
pose. The first wall’s position is now sampled from a start state distribution. b.)
Just after impact. c.) After impact. d.) All walls down. The second goal is to move
the first wall without knocking it down (e-g). e.) The translucent blue wall is the
target location. f.) Moving the wall g.) The wall has been successfully moved from
its starting position to its new goal.

A common trade-off for increasing performance is to decrease the expressiveness of a

representation, however for the learned symbols there is enough expressiveness to accom-

plish multiple tasks. The symbols allow the planner to handle not just narrowly defined

start states, but any state which is represented by the symbols. This is demonstrated

by Figure 4.2(a) where the initial start state has been sampled from one of the symbols.

3For example, if each dimension had be discretized into 10 buckets, the resulting matrix would

have 1010 elements.
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Figures 4.2(b)-(d) demonstrate that the planner is capable of planning from different start

states. Similarly, new goal states can be specified without requiring a change in representa-

tion. In Figure 4.2(e) the goal has been changed from knocking down the walls to moving

the first wall against the first obstacle. The planner is able to select a θ which accomplishes

this goal even under initial state uncertainty.

(:action KnockDownFirstWall

:precondition (and (symbol_0) (symbol_5))

:effect (probabilistic 0.96 (and

(symbol_1)(symbol_6)

(symbol_9)(symbol_13)

(not(symbol_2))(not(symbol_8))

(not(symbol_11))(not(symbol_0))

(not(symbol_10))(not(symbol_4))

(not(symbol_7))(not(symbol_15))

(not(symbol_12))(not(symbol_14))

(not(symbol_5))(not(symbol_3)))))

Figure 4.3: The PPDDL representation of the symbolic operator for knocking down
wall 1. The operator changes the logical state of symbols from true to false. These
changes in logical state mirror the change in the state space.

The text representation of a symbolic operator is shown in Figure 4.3. This is one of the

operators which knocks down the first wall. Its preconditions require that the wall is in its

canonical start pose. Symbol 0 is a distribution defined over the X-position of the first wall

and is visible in Figure 4.4(a). Symbol 5 is in Figure 4.4(b) and is a distribution defined

over the y and ϕ of the wall. Thus the precondition symbols are interpreted as the first

wall being upright and in a specific X-position. The effects of the operator are listed after

”:effect”. The form ”probabilistic 0.96” says that with probability p=0.96 the following

effects will be set. There are four symbols set to true by this operator, two of which are
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over the state of the second wall, and two of which are over the first wall. For the sake

of clarity we will ignore Symbols 13 and 9, and focus on symbols 1 and 6 which describe

the new state of wall 1. Symbol 1 is Figure 4.4(c), thus the wall will have an X-position

before the first obstacle. Symbol 6 is Figure 4.4(d), which shows the wall will be laying

down. The rest of the symbols become false because they conflict with one of the positive

symbols. For example, it is impossible for the wall to be in the state described by (symbol

0, symbol 5) and the state described by (symbol 1, symbol 6).

(a) Symbol 0 (b) Symbol 5

(c) Symbol 1 (d) Symbol 6

Figure 4.4: Symbols used for constructing the operator in Figure 4.3. In a) there
is a symbol defined over the X position of the first wall. Here it is a very tight
distribution. In b) a symbol defined over the Y position and ϕ of the first wall, c)
a symbol defined over the X position of the first wall and has a different mean than
(a) and a higher variance. In d) a symbol is defined over the Y position and ϕ of the
first wall, which has a different mean than (b).

These results demonstrate that the proposed process is able to capture the salient

features of continuous variation of state and action space in a discrete representation. This

discrete representation allows for the creation of a probabilistic plan with a high chance of

success, and the reduction of representation size, and can be used in novel situations. The

combination of these factors demonstrates that the symbolic representation created in this
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fashion is a powerful and useful representation.

4.3.2 Robot Manipulation Task

In this experiment our mobile manipulator, Anathema, was used to perform an idealized

form of the “Make Coffee” task (Figure 4.5). In this instance of the task, the coffee cup is

in a locked cabinet. The cabinet can be opened by rotating a handle to a specific angle and

pulling up on the handle. In addition, the coffee cup must be placed in the coffee machine

within a specific angular range. If the cup is placed in the coffee machine with handle

inwards the cup completely obscures the button (Figure 4.5(d)), preventing the robot from

pressing the button. Lastly, the goal is to have the cup in the coffee machine while the

button is pressed.4

Anathema has four behaviors that can be used for this task PickP laceCup(θ),

UnlockCabinet(ϕ), OpenCabinet() and PressButton(). PickP laceCup(θ), approaches the

cup, picks it up, and then places it in the coffee machine. It accepts one parameter θ, which

is the approach angle of the hand relative to the cup. UnlockCabinet(ϕ) grasps the cabinet

handle, rotates it, and then lets go of the handle. It also accepts one parameter, ϕ, which is

the angle of the handle relative to its starting position. OpenCabinet() grasps the handle

and attempts to pull it up. PressButton() approaches the coffee machine from above and

attempts to press the coffee machine button.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.5: The experimental setup: a.) the cupboard is closed and unlocked, b.)
the cupboard is open c.) the cup is in the correct position, d.) the cup is blocking
the button.

4In order to avoid mixing liquids and robots, no coffee is actually made in this task.
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Methods

The behaviors in this experiment use MoveIt! [57], AprilTags [64], and the cmvision [12]

blob detector. The state space is the position of the cup in image space, the area of the

cup, the position of the button in image space, the visible area of the button, the locations

of 4 AprilTags, and whether the coffee button is pressed. In order to determine whether the

button was pressed, the coffee machine was outfit with a Raspberry Pi and a momentary

switch which turned on when the button was depressed. ROS [47] was used to provide

communication between all of the various components.

Symbol Creation

For primitive skills, the state space was clustered using DBSCAN with ϵ = 0.9 and a

minimum of 5 samples. For parameterized skills regression clustering was used. Feature

selection was performed by univariate feature selection, the highest scoring four features,

according to ANOVA F-value, were kept. Conditional symbols were modeled by SVMs

with radial basis functions fit using grid search. Distributional symbols were modeled by

conditional kernel density estimators. θ probability clustering was performed using xgboost

[15] with 100 trees and α = 1. Data was collected by performing 34 trials of ButtonPress(),

44 trials of OpenCabinet(), 40 trials of PickP laceCup(θ), 54 trials of UnlockCabinet(ϕ),

and 30 no-ops. Lastly, planning with the symbols was performed using mini-gpt, with two

heuristics applied, zero, and min-min-lrtdp.

Results

An example of symbols created for this domain are illustrated in Figure 4.6. Symbol 8 is a

distribution over X and Y positions of the cup which were viable locations for pickup. This

distribution is tight because the hand went to the same position, regardless of actual cup

position. Thus if the cup was outside of this distribution the gripper would completely miss

it. Symbol 9 is the cup position distribution from which PressButton() could be executed

and the goal state reached. The highest density of positions is away from the button, which
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(a) Symbol 7 (b) Symbol 8 (c) Symbol 9

Figure 4.6: Symbols learned from robot execution for cup position. a.) Symbol 7
has a low probability of cup visibility. b.) Symbol 8 is a distribution over cup pickup
positions. c.) Symbol 9 is the PressButton() precondition distribution.

makes sense because the button must be uncovered in order for it to be pressed. Overall

the symbols capture where the cup needs to be for certain operators to take place.

Figure 4.7 and the included video demonstrate that the robot is capable of using

the constructed symbols to create a plan which performs the desired task. The plan

was constructed in 0.22s and consisted of four symbolic operators. They were, in order

UnlockCabinet(66− 72), OpenCabinet(), PickP laceCup(−15− 12), ButtonPress() with

their parameters uniformly at random selected from the provided ranges. In order to better

understand how the symbols are representing the state space, we will follow how the cup

position distribution changes throughout the plan. First, UnlockCabinet(66− 72) requires

that the environment be in a configuration that could be sampled from symbol 7, i.e. that

no cup is visible. This action has no impact on cup position. Thus the second action,

OpenCabinet(), also expects the environment to be sampled from symbol 7. The result

of OpenCabinet() is expected to be a cup position that could be sampled from the effect

distribution that is contained within symbol 8. Next, PickP laceCup(−15−12) expects the

cup to be sampled from symbol 8, and places the cup in a position that could be sampled

from symbol 9. This enables the last action, ButtonPress(), which presses the button

and completes the task. This symbolic plan demonstrates that a continuous task can be

accomplished using parameterized behaviors that were parameterized ahead of time via a

discrete planner.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.7: Execution of the symbolic plan: a.) the environment at start, b.)
unlocking the cabinet door, c.) opening the cabinet door, d.) picking up the coffee
cup, e.) placing the coffee cup, and f.) pressing the coffee machine button.

4.4 Related Work

Others have addressed the issue of combining low level actions and high level planning.

Previous approaches can be split into two main categories. The first category is approaches

which stitch together several configuration space representations of tasks and attempt to
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find a motion plan in this combined space [26][8]. Unfortunately, this may create portions

of the combined space which have volume zero and thus are difficult to sample from but

necessary to pass through in order to complete the task. In addition, these methods are

not able to leverage advances in symbolic planning.

The other category uses abstractions of low level actions to search for a solution by

leveraging symbolic planners. Within this category there are methods which impose a

symbolic representation [18][29][45] and those that construct a symbolic representation

from data. Our work is most closely related to the symbol creation methods. Gaudioso

et al. [24] use Answer Set Programming to create abstractions but their approach is limited

to discrete state and action spaces. The closest to our work is Jetchev et al. [28] they

build a symbolic abstraction that maximizes reward for a relational reinforcement learning

problem. However, they construct a predicate for each object, whereas our predicate is

applied to all of the feature data that is available, nor do they address the complexity of

parameterized motor skills.

In this chapter, we explored a symbolic representation for parameterized skill planning.

First, we proved that the probability of a plan can be calculated if it is constructed of

parameterized skills that obey the parameterized subgoal property. Next, we proved that

a discrete representation can always be used to achieve the skill optimal plan. Then the

compressive and expressive qualities of the representation were explored in the Catapult

domain. We showed that with only 16 symbols the planner was able to solve the original task

and other related tasks. Finally, the performance of the representation was evaluated on a

robot manipulation task. The planner was able to perform the task and approximate the

probability of the plan successfully. The presented representation is a step toward flexible

goal-directed abstract planning for robots. This work also highlights the importance of

having the proper amount of detail to construct the skill. For example, if the parameterized

skills used in this paper had instead been treated as discrete skills the probability of plan

success would have been much lower.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The three contributions made in this work have improved the state of the art in robot plan-

ning. The first tool, IKFlow, enables more robust motion planning by extending the speed

and quantity of Inverse Kinematics (IK) solutions for 7+ DoF kinematic chains. This im-

provement was achieved by representing the IK problem as a generative modeling problem.

A normalizing flow generative modeling paradigm was selected because normalizing flows

are stable to train and quick to sample. The performance of IKFlow was demonstrated on a

number of different kinematic chains and the bounds of its performance were characterized

so that it can be utilized where appropriate. One place that IKFlow can be extended is to

better leverage the kinematic information that is available, or to in general include more

structure from the problem.

The second tool, Optimizing LQR-Trees, provides a method for the generation, con-

catenation, and optimization of controllers. Inspired by the value iteration approach taken

in Reinforcement Learning the performance of the assembled controller was improved. This

tool was demonstrated on a nonlinear virtual domain and compared against traditional re-

inforcement learning approaches. A visual inspection of the value functions and an analysis

of the performance demonstrated that the proposed algorithm is optimizing. A proof that

establishes this algorithm will work in all cases is left to future work. The work is also

dependent on polynomial models for dynamics and the calculation of Lyapunov functions.

There has been significant improvement in the sample-based construction of Lyapunov

functions that should be explored to extend the generality of the approaches provided here.

Finally, the ability to construct symbols for parameterized controls creates an abstract

representation of controllers that is useful for task planning. This work demonstrates that

even controllers with a continuous parameter set can be well represented symbolically. The
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performance of these symbols was analyzed both in virtual and physical domains. These

domains demonstrate the generality of the learned symbols. In addition, the physical

domain demonstrates that the method is capable of handling complex feature sets. The

automatic construction of symbols from controllers and the inverse are avenues of future

work that are of particular interest.

Someday a robot will take my car to get me dinner and along the way it will plan

abstractly and robustly to handle the situations that arise and do so in an efficient manner.

The contributions made here are concrete steps toward more efficient and robust robot

planning.
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